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ABSTRACT

The current energy and environmental scenario in the world demands acute attention on
sustainable repurposing of waste CO2 to high value hydrocarbons that not only addresses the CO2
mitigation problem, but also provides pathways for a closed loop synthetic carbon cycle.
Difference in the scales of global CO2 emissions (about 40 Gtpa, 2017) and the carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS) facilities (estimated cumulative 40 Mtpa, 2018) provokes active research on
this topic. Solar thermochemical (STC) and visible light photocatalysis are two of the most
promising routes that have garnered attention for this purpose. While STC has the advantages of
high CO2 conversion rates, it operates at high temperatures (more than 1000 °C) limiting its
industrial implementation. Photocatalysis, on the contrary, is plagued by the poor quantum
efficiency and conversion rates, although its exhibits the benefits of low temperature operation.
Thus, any significant progress towards low temperature STC and visible light photocatalytic CO2
reduction is a giant leap towards a greener and sustainable energy solution. This dissertation is an
effort towards improving both the STC and photocatalytic CO2 reduction.
Reverse water gas shift - chemical looping (RWGS-CL) is a modified STC approach that
has the potential for low temperature CO2 conversion. RWGS-CL process uses mixed metal oxides
like perovskite oxides (ABO3) for the conversion to CO, a potential feedstock for subsequent
hydrocarbon production. Generation of oxygen vacancy defects on these perovskite oxides is a
key step of RWGS-CL and thus, oxygen vacancy formation energy has been found to be a key
descriptor for this process. Using density functional theory based calculations, this intrinsic
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material property has been used towards rational design of better catalysts. Highest rate of CO2
conversion at the low temperatures of 450 °C was demonstrated by earth abundant perovskite
oxide via RWGS-CL. This low temperature and stable CO2 conversion process enables thermal
integration with subsequent Fischer Tropsch processes for the hydrogenation of CO to
hydrocarbons. Parallel to the developments on materials discovery, another crucial parameter that
deserves attention is the surface termination effects of the perovskite oxides. Hence, the site
specificity of the bulk and surface oxygen vacancies have been probed in detail towards elucidating
the CO2 conversion performance over these materials. In the view of recent progress on the growth
of selective crystal facets and terminations, this study opens new avenues for enhanced CO2
conversion performance not only through bulk composition variation, but also via exposing desired
crystal facets.
Type-II semiconductor heterojunctions (staggered type) are promising candidates for
efficient photocatalytic reactions, not only because of their capabilities of electronic density of
states tuning, but also their ability to segregate the excited electrons and holes into different
materials thereby restricting exciton recombination. Metal oxynitride heterojunctions have
recently demonstrated promising activity on visible light water splitting. Elucidating the structurefunction relationships for these materials can pave the way towards designing better CO2
conversion photocatalysts. This dissertation focuses on unravelling the roles of material
composition, anion vacancy defects and lattice strain towards modulating the electronic density of
states of lateral and vertical heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X. The
heterojunctions consist of periodic potential wells that allows for restricting interlayer charge
transport. Increased ZnO concentration was explicitly shown to decrease the band gap due to N-2p
and Zn-3d repulsion. Biaxial and vertical compressive strain effected increased band gap while
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tensile strain reduced the same. Oxygen vacancies was found to have different effect on the
electronic state of the materials. When present in charged state (+2), it promotes mid gap state
formation, while in neutral state it revealed increased electronic densities near the valence band
and conduction band edges. These fundamental site specific material property tuning insights are
essential for designing better photocatalysts for future.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Carbon Dioxide Repurposing for Energy and Environment
This century has witnessed unprecedented research efforts and active industrial
involvements towards mitigation of global warming and climate change concerns.1 Even the last
year (2017) was reported to be the second hottest year since 1880.2 Associated climate change
effects are not only alarming, there have been reports of direct impact on human health. Global
warming and climate change have been closely related to the industrial development, resulting in
release of huge amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2). Recent estimates project the global CO2
emissions to about 37-41 billion metric tons in 2017.3 With these amount of CO2, a major
component of greenhouse gases, in the atmosphere, it calls for active efforts towards reduction and
reutilization of CO2 for a safer and greener Earth. A major fraction of these CO2 emissions is from
fossil fuel use. Although there are significant efforts to promote renewable energies in the form of
wind energy, hydroelectricity, geothermal and other methods, they are often limited by the current
battery infrastructure. Unless the energy can be stored in efficient means for longer periods, these
processes can only be useful during peak demand on the electricity grid. Thus focus on renewable
energy in the form of liquid fuels constitute a major thrust of current research. Moreover, even
with developments on the electricity sector, fuels will still be on demand for heavy transportation,
militaries and airforce, and space programs to name a few. Thus the dire necessity to reduce
atmospheric CO2 coupled with the need to prepare for alternative hydrocarbon fuels leads us
towards sustainable conversion of CO2 to fuel feedstocks.4 These have resulted in the concept of
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carbon capture and utilization (CCU) against carbon capture and sequestration (CCS).5 While CCS
techniques have been successful in developing large scale facilities with a cumulative capacity of
37 million tonnes per annum,6 the scale of CO2 emissions (~40 Gtpa) against that of sequestration
(37 Mtpa) is an indication towards the need for CO2 repurposing techniques.
There are a variety of CO2 conversion methodologies in place - (a) direct hydrogenation of
CO2 to hydrocarbons, (b) dry reforming of methane towards generation of syngas, (c) biomass
based processes, (d) direct photosynthesis,7-8 (e) algae based CO2 utilization, (e) solar
thermochemical approaches,9-10 and (e) reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction being some of
the major ones. Direct hydrogenation has shown promise and has been accepted for the industrial
production of methanol in Iceland. However, RWGS in certain cases has demonstrated better
methanol yield through a two-step process of CO2 to CO and subsequently CO to methanol. RWGS
has issues with product selectivity and back reaction. Dry reforming is a major way to generate
syngas. However it operates at high temperature, resulting in coke formation. Although there are
research efforts to reduce the operation temperature,11 the process is still limited by the use of
noble metals like platinum. Photocatalysis has been one of the primary focus of catalysis study for
over four decades, however it is still limited by extremely poor rates, catalyst stability, quantum
efficiency, etc. Even one of the most popular photocatalysts till date, titanium dioxide (TiO2) is
still limited to the use of UV light, reducing its appeal as a solar photocatalyst. Amongst the other
approaches, the solar thermochemical method has been found to the most effective towards sunto-fuel (STF) energy efficiency.12 One of the pioneering works on solar thermochemical (STC)
reduction of water and CO2 to generate hydrogen and CO has been demonstrated on ceria using
solar cavity-reactor.9 Several articles have been published on similar solar thermochemical
dissociation of CO2 and water using a variety of metal oxide, mixed metal oxide systems.10, 13-17
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Perovskite oxides have shown promising results as well. However, the major factors that limits the
industrial implementation of this methodology is the high temperatures of operation (more than
1000 °C) and the material stability at these high temperatures. The solution to this problem is
reverse water gas shift – chemical looping (RWGS-CL) process that has the benefits of 100%
selective CO generation at high rates (similar to those of STC), but at a much reduced operation
temperatures of 500 – 700 °C.18-20 RWGS-CL has established itself as a sustainable route for CO2
conversion to hydrocarbon feedstock.
1.2 Perovskite Oxides for RWGS-CL Process
The STC process is a two-step process whereby a metal oxide or mixed metal oxide is
heated at high temperatures to create oxygen vacancies in the material. These oxygen deficient
oxides convert CO2 to CO in the second step, while themselves getting transformed to their original
stoichiometric forms. RWGS-CL, which is essentially a modified STC, uses hydrogen in the first
step for an effective low temperature reduction of the materials. The second step remains similar
whereby the CO2 gets converted to CO while the oxygen vacant materials is oxidized to their
original state. Perovskite oxides (ABO3) have demonstrated superior activity towards this redox
cycling operation for CO2 conversion. Perovskite oxides are a class of mixed metal oxides mostly
stable in cubic and orthorhombic forms, cubic being the most stable at high temperatures.21
Perovskite oxides have been used for various applications such as redox processes, CO oxidation,
pollution control, oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and oxygen reduction reactions (ORR), gas
sensors, etc.21 One of the advantages of perovskite oxides is the composition tuning property. The
perovskite oxide is constituted of an ‘A’ site element (mostly from Group II or the lanthanides), a
‘B’ site element (mostly the transition elements) and three oxygen atoms. The crystal structure of
perovskite oxide is stable (both in stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric forms) towards a varied
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range of elements in these ‘A’ and ‘B’ sites, thus presenting a perfect platform for material property
tuning. The ion transport properties in these materials also allows for better reactions. Lanthanum
based perovskite oxides have shown high activity in both STC and RWGS-CL processes. These
oxides also present a varied range of possible surface terminations.22-23 Since heterogeneous
catalysis is largely governed by the structural and charged states of the surface elements, it is
extremely necessary to have fundamental insights of these surface properties in view of RWGS-CL
application. The intrinsic surface property insights can drive the future research towards selective
growth of perovskite facets that demonstrates high catalytic reactivity. On the other end, since
perovskite oxides allow for a wide range of composition tuning, it is of prime interest to screen
perovskite oxides of different composition towards better CO2 conversion capabilities.
Computationally driven descriptor based screening of new perovskite oxides is thus necessary. A
schematic illustration of this process towards achieving an efficient CO2 repurposing for a closed
loop synthetic carbon cycle is presented in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Search for earth abundant perovskite oxides for realizing a closed loop synthetic
carbon cycle (via RWGS-CL).
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1.3 Metal Oxynitrides for Photocatalysis
Efficient solar photocatalytic reduction of CO2 has been a long dream solely because of the
abundance of sunlight and the low temperature simple operation of photocatalyst. However, it is
marred by several issues like lack of materials capable of visible light harvesting, stability of the
photocatalysts, poor rates of reaction, fast exciton recombination rates leading to poor quantum
efficiency. Since the first reports of water splitting by Honda and Fujishima in 197224, a lot of
materials have been investigated, titania (TiO2) being one of the most popular ones. Since TiO2 is
a wide band gap (3.2 eV) material, it is mostly restricted to the use of UV-light. Any photon
excitation on a photocatalytic materials creates an electron-hole pair generation, whereby the
electron is promoted to the conduction band and the hole stays in the valence band.
Electronic band gap of a material is thus a critical factor in photocatalysis. The conduction
and valence band edge potentials are also super important as that determines the feasibility of the
redox reactions happening at the band edges. Several studies have thus aimed to search materials
with appropriate band gap energy and band edge potentials. However, often at times the exciton
recombination is very fast resulting in poor quantum efficiency. Material stability and selectivity
of reactions are some of the other issues plaguing photocatalysis. Type-II semiconductor
heterojunctions25-27 has been presented as a possible solution that can not only be tuned to harvest
visible light, but also can segregate the electrons into the conduction band of one material and the
holes into the valence band of another material (Figure 1.2). This can allow for efficient utilization
of photons towards better photocatalytic rates.
Metal oxynitrides have garnered attention in recent times for this purpose28. Metal
oxynitride solid solutions are easily synthesized from layered double hydroxides (LDHs).29 This
also allows for easy composition tuning for desired material characteristics. While zinc oxide and
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Figure 1.2 Type-II semiconductor heterojunctions for efficient visible light photocatalysis.
gallium nitride are wide band gap materials, (3.37 eV and 3.4 eV respectively), their oxynitride
solid solution have reduced band gaps. This has been attributed to N-2p and Zn-3d repulsion.30-32
Zinc based LDH and oxynitrides have demonstrated notable photocatalytic activity. In recent
times, one of the highest visible light driven photocatalytic activity for water splitting has been
demonstrated.30 CO2 reduction has been achieved as well, in presence of platinum.33 These
material heterojunctions present oxide-nitride interface that are well-known for nephelauxetic
effects. These interfaces are potential candidates for better catalytic activity. It is thus crucial to
spend active efforts on understanding the bulk and interface chemistry of these oxynitride
heterojunctions. Fabrication of the desired heterojunctions can promote efficient CO2
photoreduction.
1.4 Sustainable CO2 Conversion via RWGS-CL and Photocatalysis
The methodologies for effective CO2 reduction in sustainable means is thus primarily twofold - (a) RWGS-CL and (b) photocatalysis. The improvements on RWGS-CL lies in increasing
the stability of perovskite oxides for long term use and reduction of RWGS-CL temperatures to
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promote thermal integration with subsequent CO hydrogenation processes. A primary demand for
photocatalytic approach is achieving visible light driven reduction of CO2 at substantial rates over
metal oxynitride heterojunctions. Both of these concerns can be addressed by rational design of
catalysts guided through exhaustive structure-function relationships.
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Computational Methods
The investigation of the different metal oxides and metal oxynitrides was performed via
ab-initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP). The projector augmented wave (PAW) based approximations were used for the potentials
and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was done for the electron densities. While the
studies on La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 were done using Perdew Wang 91 (PW-91) exchange correlation
in VASP-5.2.8, any subsequent computations were performed using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) variant of the exchange correlation in VASP-5.3.3 package. Two broad set of materials
were probed.
For the perovskite oxides (ABO3), we restricted ourselves to cubic forms as those were
known to be the most stable forms at high temperatures. A cubic perovskite oxide has a unit cell
of 5 atoms, while for studying the composition variation a larger 2×2×2 supercell was required
comprising of 40 atoms. This allowed for studying A1(1-x)A2xB1(1-y)B2yO3 perovskite oxides with
x, y being multiples of 0.125. A consistent energy cut off value of 500 eV was maintained for
La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 calculations. Convergence with respect to k point sampling was tested and
finally a 4×4×4 k point mesh was used generated via an automated scheme based on Monkhorst
Pack grid. The lattice constant for each of the materials was obtained by a series of cell-volume
relaxation calculations. The ground state energy thus obtained, was used to understand the stability
among the different bulk and surface configurations. A slab model consisting of 2×2×4 supercell
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(80 atoms) with a 15 Å vacuum normal to the surface was made to probe the surface termination
effects. Perovskite oxides with varying elemental composition can exhibit a large variety of surface
terminations along (100) or (110) or (111) crystal facets. Stability and surface reconstruction and
relaxation were studied for different ‘A’ element rich and ‘B’ element rich surface terminations
along (100) and (110). Dipole corrections were accounted for all these surface terminations.
Oxygen vacancy formation energy in these perovskite oxides were calculated as per the
equation:
𝑛𝑛

𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) + 𝛿𝛿 × 2 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3

(2.1)

𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the vacancy formation energy for creating a non-stoichiometric oxygen deficient perovskite

phase with an energy 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) . 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3 is the energy of the pure stoichiometric form and 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 is the
energy of the free gas phase oxygen molecule. Oxygen overbinding has been accounted here as

well. 𝛿𝛿 represents the extent of oxygen vacancy (per ABO3), while 𝑛𝑛 is the number of unit cells

in the supercell. Thus, for an oxygen vacancy extent of 𝛿𝛿 = 0.125, in a bulk supercell of 40 atoms
(8 unit cells of 5 atoms each), only one oxygen atom is removed. The surface oxygen vacancy has

also been calculated accordingly (detailed in chapter 3.2). The Hubbard model of DFT+U was
used for accurate calculations of oxygen vacancy formation energies in order to account for the
self-interaction error. For the screening purposes of identifying more materials exhibiting
favorable oxygen vacancy formation energies, we restricted ourselves to solely GGA based
calculations. The energy cut off was however increased to 600 eV for all screening calculations.
The oxidation state of each atom was obtained via Bader analysis technique. The electronic
charge density was calculated and plotted via VESTA software to identify the localization and
delocalization of the electronic cloud. The effect of varying elemental composition as well as
structural configuration was evident from the gas adsorption energies. Oxygen as well as carbon
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dioxide adsorption were done both on pure and oxygen deficient materials. The energy of
adsorption was calculated as per the following equations, where 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 and 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 are the free gas

phase energies of CO2 and O2 molecules, while 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 is the energy of the perovskite oxide (either in
pure or in defect forms). 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 and 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝑂𝑂2 are the total energies of the combined gas adsorbed

perovskite oxides. For the empirical modeling of the oxygen vacancy formation energies, we
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 − 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

(2.2)
(2.3)

used the bond dissociation energies of a metal-oxygen bond as obtained from the handbook of
chemical bond energies (detailed in chapter 4.2). The crystal structures were made using
XCrySDen software.
For the hexagonal crystal structures of metal oxynitrides, we used the Γ centric k-point
mesh with an energy cut off value of 600eV and used PBE exchange correlation. The supercell
consists of either 32, 48 or 64 atoms based on the composition variation. The k point mesh was
made such that the mesh spacing is consistent for all the supercells. Along with the anion vacancy
formation energies, calculation was done for the electronic density of states for the pure, strained
and vacant materials. For the pure materials electronic band gap was calculated via PBE,
Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06), and GW (based on Green’s function and Coulomb interaction)
approximations. The vacancy formation energy for the charges states are calculated as follows:
𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹

(2.4)

𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 represents the energy of the defect material (with a charged state q). 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 is the chemical
potential of the vacant atoms, 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 being the number of such atoms removed. The pure material

energy is 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and the Fermi energy of the material is 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 . This energy of vacancy creation

(𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ) was probed at different sites across the bulk and interface of the oxynitride heterojunctions.
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A lattice deviation of ((afinal - apure)/apure) was used to create a strain in the material structure and
the corresponding density of states was calculated. The effect of biaxial strain (change in a and b
lattice constants) as well as vertical strain (change in c lattice constant) was investigated for both
the tensile and compressive conditions.
2.2 Experimental Methodology
The perovskite oxides were synthesized by Pechini method, a common form of solid-state
synthesis method well-known for precise stoichiometry control and homogeneity in metal
dispersions. The precursors used for the synthesis are either metal nitrates or carbonates (obtained
from Alfa-Aesar or Sigma Aldrich). Stoichiometric amounts of the metal precursors were
dissolved in a citric acid solution (typical molar ratios of ‘A’ site cation : ‘B’ site cation : citric
acid being 1:1:10). After they are stirred for 2 hr at 60 °C, ethylene glycol (citric acid : ethylene
glycol = 1:4) was added and the resultant solution was stirred for further 7 hr at 90 °C. The viscous
gel thus obtained was charred at 450 °C for 2 hr at a ramp rate of 25 °C/min. It was then crushed
to a fine powder and was subjected to a final calcination step at 950 °C.
The fine crystalline perovskite oxides were characterized by several techniques: x-ray
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), nitrogen
physisorption. XRD was conducted in a Bruker D8 Diffractometer with a Cu-Kα source
(λ = 1.54 Å) over a range of 20 – 100 (2θ°) having a step size of 0.0102 2θ°. XRD was conducted
over pure freshly prepared samples as well as at post-reaction conditions.
Hitachi S-800 SEM with EDAX-Phoenix EDS system was used for probing the surface
morphology and the elemental concentrations. TEM was conducted using a Technai F20, with a
Schottky field emitter electron source to probe the crystal facets. The change in surface
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composition as well oxidation states was investigated by a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS
instrument using Al Kα radiation.
The perovskite oxides were tested of their reaction capabilities in quartz U-tube reactor
placed in a Thermo Scientific tube furnace. 75 mg of sample was packed between glass wool in
the U-tube to simulate a packed bed reactor. The reaction condition was maintained by flowing
different gases (UHP grade from Airgas) under controlled temperature regime. The gas flow was
controlled by Alicat mass flow controllers. The resulting effluent gases were analyzed by a MKS
Cirrus mass spectrometer. For temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments, only
helium was flown, while for temperature programmed reduction (TPR), hydrogen was used (10%
H2/He basis). Post reduction, temperature programmed oxidation was conducted under CO2 flow
to examine the materials’ CO2 conversion capability. The detection of the product species was
based on the mass spectrometer signals of m/z = 44 (CO2), 28 (CO), 2 (H2), 18 (H2O) and 32 (O2).
The ramp rate for heating was typically set to 10 °C/min.
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CHAPTER 3: OXYGEN VACANCY FORMATION CHARACTERISTICS IN
PEROVSKITE OXIDES*

3.1 Introduction
The environmental and energy scenario of the world has resulted in active research towards
recycling carbon dioxide.34-35 Carbon capture, utilization and sequestration (CCUS), an advanced
methodology in comparison to only carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) has garnered a lot of
attention recently.36 In this pursuit, the chemical route of fixing carbon dioxide to hydrocarbon
fuels has been quite popular.35 Among the different existing protocols, the solar thermochemical
approach has been of prime focus, for natural reasons of utilizing the vast abundance of solar
power in the process.9-10, 16, 37-39 A recent analysis of the feasibility and the potential of various
solar-to-fuel processes by Mallapragada et al. revealed the thermochemical route to be the most
viable option as well.12 There are reports of successful thermochemical carbon dioxide conversion
using solar energy to account for the high temperature requirements of the process.9-10, 17
The thermochemical conversion of carbon dioxide works in a simple two-step process,
wherein, the first step involves the creation of oxygen deficient metal oxides by heating the
materials at high temperature under inert conditions. In the subsequent second step, carbon dioxide
flown over these oxygen vacant reduced materials is dissociated to carbon monoxide and the metal
oxides get replenished of their lost oxygen. The success of this cyclic operation between
stoichiometric and oxygen deficient materials for the conversion of carbon dioxide is dependent
on the stability of the materials at both the stoichiometric and oxygen deficient conditions at high

*This chapter was published in J. Mater. Chem. A., 2016, 4, 5137-5148.
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temperatures. Water splitting for the generation of hydrogen by similar thermochemical principle
has been studied as well, wherein the water vapor is passed instead of carbon dioxide and thus,
obtaining hydrogen instead of carbon monoxide.10 The conceptual picture of thermochemical
carbon dioxide conversion is shown in Figure 3.1. Carbon dioxide conversion, in general, has been
found limited by the high temperature requirement and the scarcity of materials that can suffice
the requirements of the thermochemical CO2 splitting to CO. This situation has led to the origin of
a modified carbon dioxide conversion cycle, wherein the reduction step is done in the presence of
hydrogen, to produce more oxygen vacancies at lower temperatures. The second step of carbon
monoxide production from carbon dioxide remains similar. This process of Reverse Water Gas
Shift - Chemical Looping (RWGS-CL) has been found successful as studied by Daza et al.18-19 In
general, the feasibility of the thermochemical and RWGS-CL processes is governed by the oxygen
vacancy formation characteristics of the metal oxide. Amongst them, ceria, perovskite oxides and
spinels are known to exhibit good oxygen vacancy characteristics. A pioneering work on
thermochemical carbon dioxide conversion was reported using ceria.9 Subsequently, there were
reports of success with the use of perovskite oxides and perovskite oxides on various
supports.10, 15, 17 Perovskite oxides are a class of mixed metal oxides of the form ABO3, being used
in applications like dielectrics, catalytic reactions, adsorbents, membranes, solid oxide fuel
cells.21, 40-42 Thermal stability of these materials, and stability in non-stoichiometric conditions are
some of the few properties that make them so interesting.43-44

Figure 3.1 General schematic of the thermochemical process.
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Carbon dioxide conversion is strongly correlated to extent of oxygen vacancy formation
and the material’s keenness to regain its lost oxygen. Reduction temperature of the material is thus,
an important parameter to look out for, as it represents the energy cost for oxygen vacancy
formation and in the process perspective, it also reflects the cost of CO2 conversion cycles. This
property is closely related to the particular material composition. The oxygen vacancy
characteristic is thus an intrinsic property of the material itself. Perovskite oxides provide a vast
opportunity for tuning the material properties by substituting appropriate elements in their
respective ‘A’ and ‘B’ sites of ABO3 type crystal structure. There have been reports of varying
oxygen vacancy formation and lowering the reduction temperature via material composition
tuning.13, 18 The oxygen vacancy formation characteristics are probed experimentally as the extent
of oxygen vacancy formation, the onset and peak temperature of vacancy formation and
computationally as the energy of oxygen vacancy formation at different vacancy concentrations.
Considerable theoretical efforts have been expended in recent years to obtain optimum candidates
for the thermochemical conversion by calculating oxygen vacancy formation energy using density
functional theory.14, 45-46 The lanthanum based perovskite oxides have been found to work well for
these processes.10, 14, 18-19 The effects of strontium substitution in ‘A’ site and manganese and
aluminum composition in ‘B’ site have been reported by Deml et al.14 Screening across a range
of transition metals has also been done to find the optimum perovskites to be used for this
purpose.46 Probing the energy of oxygen vacancy formation in the bulk is thus an important route
for predicting the appropriate material for the carbon dioxide conversion processes. However, the
carbon dioxide adsorption, dissociation and desorption of CO occur only at the surface of the
materials. Hence, a critical understanding of the surface structure, stability and reactions is
important as well. These perovskite oxides can exhibit different surface terminations. It is thus,
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relevant to know which surface terminations are more probable to be present in nature, which of
them are more likely to accommodate oxygen vacancies in experimental conditions and most
importantly which of them exhibit the ideal sites for CO2 conversion reactions. With the recent
knowledge of synthesis protocols for growth of preferred crystal facets and terminations in
perovskites and double perovskites,47-50 prediction of the best sites on these perovskite materials
towards CO2 conversion materials becomes more pertinent.
This article is focused on the bulk oxygen vacancy formation characteristics and surface
oxygen vacancy characteristics of La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO(3-δ) with x = 0.25 or 0.5 and y = 0 or 0.5
or 1. The most stable bulk crystal structures of La0.5Sr0.5BO3 and La0.75Sr0.25BO3 with B = Co or
Fe or Fe0.5Co0.5 are predicted. Along with the investigations on oxygen vacancy formation energies
with varying ‘A’ site and ‘B’ site compositions, dependence of vacancy formation on the different
sites of bulk materials has been reported as well. The theoretical trends are corroborated by the
temperature-programmed reduction of the perovskites both in inert and hydrogen environment.
The materials exhibited great stability in oxygen deficient conditions as predicted by theoretical
trends. Although, there have been several studies on the strontium segregation on perovskite type
oxides based on XPS, XAS and LEIS studies and computational techniques,22, 51-53 a rigorous
analysis of the various terminations is absent. A detailed study is, hence, performed to probe the
stability of the pure stoichiometric surface terminations along the <100> and <110> directions.
Oxygen vacancy formation tendencies on these different terminations are henceforth examined to
predict the surface terminations that are more likely to exhibit oxygen vacancies. Finally, the effect
of these terminations, both in pure conditions and in oxygen deficient conditions, on carbon
dioxide conversion has been studied by calculating the carbon dioxide adsorption strengths on the
different surface terminations along (100) crystal planes of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3. The most potent surface
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terminations that can convert carbon dioxide are thus predicted. This is based on the concept of
using suitable descriptors for probing reactions and finding desired materials for the same as had
been reported in literature.54-56 A recent work has also revealed the correlation of carbon dioxide
conversion performance with carbon dioxide adsorption strengths.18 Overall, this study is an effort
for better understanding of the material dependent oxygen evolution process and to highlight the
importance of surface terminations for accurate prediction of oxygen vacancy formation in
experimental conditions and carbon dioxide conversion on the preferred surfaces of these
perovskite oxides.
3.2 Computational Methods
Density functional theory (DFT) based calculations are done using Vienna ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP – 5.2.8).57-61 All the calculations used plane wave basis set and
gradient generalization for the approximation of the electron densities. The core electronic states
are treated by projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials62-63 and Perdew Wang -91(PW-91)64
variant of exchange correlation. Consistent use of default potentials for lanthanum, strontium, iron
and cobalt are done while soft potentials are used for oxygen potentials. Throughout the study, a
constant energy cut off of 500 eV has been used. The convergence criterion for the ionic
relaxations is set at 0.001eV/atom. All the bulk phase systems studied are cubic, with 5 atoms in a
unit cell and 40 atoms in a 2×2×2 supercell, while 80 atoms containing surface slabs are made of
2×2×4 supercells with 15 Å of vacuum along surface direction to mimic the absence of atomic
periodicity on surfaces. Convergence with respect to the k point sampling has been checked;
finally, calculations for all the 40 atom supercell of bulk stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric
perovskites are done with 4×4×4 k point mesh generated by an automatic scheme having
Monkhorst Pack grid. Magnetic effects are not considered explicitly as it was known to have minor
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effects in the systematic trends of energy.46 For the slab calculations of the surface structures,
dipole correction has been accounted.65
The initial ground state configurations for each of the materials are obtained through a
series of varying cell volume calculations. Once the ground state lattice constant is established, the
entire set of parameters are used for the nonstoichiometric calculations as well. Though oxygen
vacancy formation in a material is a complex process consisting of several steps, the major energy
intensive step is the dissociation of the metal-oxygen bond. Hence, computational oxygen vacancy
formation energies calculated as enthalpy difference between the initial stoichiometric material
and the final oxygen deficient material along with gas phase oxygen mostly represents the energy
barrier for the dissociation of the metal-oxygen bonds and the subsequent relaxation of the oxygen
deficient structure. The creation of oxygen vacancies is marked by systematic removal of oxygen
atoms, either from bulk or surface. The extent of oxygen vacancy (δ) is defined as oxygen
deficiency per unit molecule of ABO3; thus in a 40 atom supercell of perovskites, δ = 0.125 and
0.25 are marked by removal of one oxygen atom and two oxygen atoms respectively. For surface
oxygen vacancies of δ = 0.125 and 0.25, the number of oxygen atoms removed from the 80 atom
supercell were two and four respectively. The oxygen vacancy formation energy is calculated as
per equation 3.1:
𝑛𝑛

𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) + 𝛿𝛿 × 2 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3

(3.1)

where, 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3 is the total energy of the pure stoichiometric perovskite supercell having n unit cells,

while 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) is that of the oxygen vacant perovskite supercell, ‘n’ representing the number of

unit cells considered (8 for bulk calculations and 16 for surface calculations) and 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 is the
molecular energy of oxygen. All the oxygen vacancy formation energies (𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑛𝑛) are expressed
as energy to create ‘δ amount of oxygen vacancy’ per ABO3. The oxygen over-binding error has
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been addressed by Wang et al for PBE functionals by using a correction factor of 1.36 eV.66 The
correction factor for PW-91 (Os) functional has been calculated to be 0.33 eV by Lee et al.67 All
the calculations of oxygen vacancy formation energy has been corrected by this factor. The oxygen
vacancy formation energies were also calculated using DFT+U to account for the Hubbard U
correction for the transition metals on the B sites. The carbon dioxide adsorption energy on the
materials is reported based on equation 3.2:
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 − 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

(3.2)

where, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 is the energy of either pure or oxygen vacant perovskite, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 is the energy of
combined system of CO2 adsorbed on the perovskite while 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 is the energy of molecular gaseous

CO2. Charge density analysis was done to probe the surface terminations and the various oxygen
removal sites. Charge associated with an atom has been calculated using the Bader charge analysis
code by Henkelman et al.68-70 The charge density plots were done using VESTA.
3.3 Experimental Methodology
The La0.75Sr0.25Fe(1-y)CoyO3 (y= 0, 0.5 and 1) samples were synthesized by the Pechini
method, as described previously.19 The oxygen vacancy formation under inert (He) and hydrogen
(10% H2/He) were measured by temperature-programmed oxygen vacancy formation (TPOvac),
and temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), respectively, from room temperature to 950 °C.
All experimental elements are described elsewhere in detail.20 Final calcination (synthesis)
temperature of the samples used in the TPOvac and TPR experiments were 750 °C19 and 950 °C18
respectively. The stability of the crystal structure of the La0.75Sr0.25CoO3 (calcined at 750 °C) oxide
while heating under an inert atmosphere was tested via in situ X-ray diffraction using a Bruker D8
X-Ray Diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ=0.154 nm) at a heating rate of 25 ° C/min. The experimental
elements of the in situ XRD can also be found elsewhere in more detail.19 Three RWGS-CL
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experiments were performed on the La0.75Sr0.25FeO3 (calcined at 950 °C). In these experiments,
the sample was heated in He to 550 °C and was reduced for 3, 13 or 17 min in 10% H2/He. After
20 min of He flow, CO2 was introduced (10% CO2/He) until CO was no longer produced. Further
experimental details can be found elsewhere.18 The results for amount of H2O produced during
H2-reduction and CO produced during CO2 flow are quantified in Figure 3.19.
3.4 Results and Discussions
3.4.1 Bulk Crystal Structure
La0.75Sr0.25Fe(1-y)CoyO3 (y = 0, 0.5 and 1) and La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 samples, as prepared by the
Pechini method, revealed the presence of mixed crystalline phases with a predominance of cubic
phase. Although, the diffraction pattern revealed the general crystallographic structures, it was
unable to provide the details of the elemental organization within the structure itself. The local
distribution of the ions is expected to have effects on the electronic and charge distribution within
the material. Hence, a systematic study over a set of plausible bulk phase configurations has been
conducted via theoretical calculations. Only the cubic phase has been the focus of this study as
cubic phase was found prevalent experimentally. Furthermore, the different crystalline phases of
perovskite oxides like orthorhombic, tetragonal and hexagonal tend to shift to high symmetry
configurations like the cubic phase at the high temperatures.71-72 Since the thermochemical reaction
temperatures are also high enough (~1000o C and above), it is quite justified to accept cubic phase
as the system of study. Moreover, the trends of oxygen vacancy formation were found invariant to
the bulk phase structure of the material.46 Within these high symmetry cubic phases (space group
Pm3m), the lattice organization of the individual ‘A’ and ‘B’ site elements led to the generation of
several configurations. Figure 3.2 shows a few possible bulk phase cubic configurations of
La0.5Sr0.5FeO3, made through a random distribution of lanthanum and strontium atoms in a
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supercell of 40 atoms having 4 atoms of lanthanum, 4 atoms of strontium, 8 atoms of iron and 24
atoms of oxygen. The configuration having the least energy, as calculated by density functional
theory, was chosen to be the most stable one. The stable configurations of all the six samples
(various La:Sr and Co:Fe ratios) are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2 Various bulk phase structural configurations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3.

Figure 3.3 Most stable bulk phase structural configurations of La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3.
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The stable configurations of La0.5Sr0.5BO3 (B=Fe or Co or Fe0.5Co0.5) revealed the
preference for alternate layering of lanthanum and strontium atoms (as shown in configuration (a)
in Figure 3.2 and Figures 3.3(a-c)) while, all the stable configurations of La0.75Sr0.25BO3 (B=Fe or
Co or Fe0.5Co0.5) showed tendency to form linear chains of strontium surrounded by lanthanum
layers as shown in the Figures 3.3 (d-f). A gradual increase of cell volume with the replacement
of cobalt with iron on the ‘B’ site is evident from the increase in lattice constants (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 Lattice constants of La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO(3-δ)
Material

a (Å)

Material

a (Å)

La0.5Sr0.5CoO3

3.835

La0.75Sr0.25CoO3

3.835

La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O3

3.8435

La0.75Sr0.25Fe0.5Co0.5O3

3.8535

La0.5Sr0.5FeO3

3.857

La0.75Sr0.25FeO3

3.8695

3.4.2 Bulk Oxygen Vacancies
A crucial factor that governs the carbon dioxide reduction in thermochemical cycles is the
extent of oxygen vacancies. Oxygen vacancy formation energy provides insights into the ease of
oxygen removal and oxygen refilling. The trends of the oxygen vacancy formation energy for the
bulk system of La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 for different extents of oxygen vacancies (δ = 0.125, 0.25 and
0.375) are portrayed in Figure 3.4a. A systematic trend was observed for the composition
dependent oxygen vacancy generation. It was found easier with increasing strontium in the ‘A’
site and decreasing iron content in the ‘B’ site as revealed in Figure 3.4b; this trend is in support
of earlier reports as well.14 This aspect is also corroborated experimentally for the
La0.75Sr0.25Fe(1-y)CoyO3 samples as shown in Figure 3.5a. For both the TPOvac and TPR
experiments, iron-rich materials exhibit lower oxygen vacancy generation characteristics.
Quantification of the H2O/ABO3 produced during TPR experiments was done from room
temperature to 600 °C. The trend of oxygen vacancy formation energies with varying B sites is
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revealed in Figure 3.6, where the calculations were done using DFT+U, with U values of 0, 2, 3
and 4 for the B site elements.
Formation of higher extents of oxygen vacancy is expected to have higher energy
requirements (as revealed in Figure 3.4a), but the exciting aspect being revealed was that the
energy cost scales almost linearly with the extent of oxygen vacancy (Figure 3.4a). This result
suggested a significant stability of the materials under high oxygen vacant conditions. Being stable
at higher oxygen vacancies and not decomposing to other compounds is an essential requirement

Figure 3.4 Bulk oxygen vacancy trends in La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO(3-δ) for δ = 0.125, 0.25 and 0.375.
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for the successful operation of this carbon dioxide conversion process. This aspect is also
corroborated in Figure 3.5b for the La0.75Sr0.25CoO3 sample. Monitoring the crystalline structure
evolution during the formation of oxygen vacancy (Figure 3.5b), demonstrated the stability of the

Figure 3.5 Oxygen vacancy formation and in-situ probing of perovskite oxide crystal structure.
(a) Ratio of oxygen removal from the La0.75Sr0.25Fe(1-y)CoyO3 (y=0, 0.5 and 1) under inert
environment (left) and under 10% H2/He (right). (b) In-situ XRD of the cubic La0.75Sr0.25CoO3.
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cubic crystalline structure. The XRD lines shifted to lower 2θ° as the temperature is increased, due
to the expansion of the lattice. As the sample cools, it returns to its original state, upon re-oxidation
of the structure. A systematic study of the site specific oxygen vacancy formation was also
conducted. Studies of oxygen mobility or transport are dependent on cation ordering and thus, on
the site specificity of oxygen vacancy generation as well.73-74 Table 3.2 lists the site specific
oxygen vacancy energies for La0.5Sr0.5BO3. For all the different extents of oxygen vacancies,
oxygen removal from the lanthanum layer was much favorable to that from a strontium layer.

Figure 3.6 Bulk oxygen vacancy formation energies for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 and La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 using
DFT+U (U = 0, 2, 3, 4).
An oxygen atom being removed from a lanthanum layer and a strontium layer involves
breaking the electronic interactions of the oxygen atom with the neighboring ‘A’ site and ‘B’ site
atoms. Removal of a neutral oxygen atom from a B-O bond leaves the electron cloud of B free to
redistribute across the nearby atoms. Thus, not only the B site elements change their oxidation
states, but the nearby oxygen atoms and ‘A’ site elements get a share of the electron cloud by the
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inductive effect. While the presence of d orbitals in lanthanum can make it easier to accommodate
the electrons, its smaller ionic radius makes it also exhibit a lesser screening effect than strontium
and hence allows for a better charge flow across the lattice. Charge analysis based on Bader’s
method, revealed a much stronger effect on the nearby B site atoms, when a vacancy is generated
in the strontium layer. Charge transfer was found much easier in the lanthanum layer. Hence, when
Table 3.2 Site specificity of bulk oxygen vacancy

Material Name

La0.5Sr0.5CoO3

La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O3

La0.5Sr0.5FeO3

Extent of
oxygen
vacancy (δ)
0.125

Oxygen vacancy formation energy (eV)
in La Layer
0.2483

in Sr Layer
0.3191

0.25

0.5553

0.6680

0.375

0.8712

1.0053

0.125

0.3255

0.3845

0.25

0.6687

0.7902

0.375

1.0375

1.1908

0.125

0.3992

0.4506

0.25

0.8276

0.9256

0.375

1.2299

1.3805

a vacancy is formed in the lanthanum layer, the electron cloud gets re-distributed across the
lanthanum layer easily. While in the strontium layer, the charge transfer was not favorable in the
strontium layer itself resulting in higher charge accumulation on the B site atoms which further
affects the neighboring lanthanum layer. This energy cost of electron re-distribution in the
strontium layer makes it harder for oxygen vacancy creation in that layer. The charge density
difference plots between the pure and oxygen vacant structures for La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 and
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 are shown in Figure 3.7 (a-d). Studies on double perovskites have shown the effect
of cation ordering and site preference towards oxygen vacancy formation.73, 75 Apart from these,
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we could also find that a series of oxygen vacancies, producing a ‘vacancy tunnel’ like structure,
was more favorable than a random distribution of oxygen vacancies throughout the material. There
have been reports of similar stable row vacancies in brownmillerite type of structure.76-78 For both
the lanthanum-rich layer and strontium-rich layer of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3, randomly distributed oxygen
vacancy formation was found to have about 0.5 eV higher energy barrier than a continuous vacancy

Figure 3.7 Charge density difference maps for oxygen removal from lanthanum rich and
strontium rich layers of (a-b) La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 and (c-d) La0.5Sr0.5CoO3.
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tunnel formation. Oxygen vacancies along a row of ‘B-O’ axis and concentrated vacancies around
B site metals are also favored. Figure 3.8 reveals the energy of vacancy tunnel formation and
random vacancy creation in the bulk La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 material along with their respective charge
density difference plots. Other materials like La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 and La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O3 also exhibit
similar trends.

Figure 3.8 Charge density difference maps for different oxygen vacancy generation sites of
La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 (δ=0.25).
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3.4.3 Surface Structure
The different crystal facets present in La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 were revealed in the XRD
study.18 The two major crystallographic planes prevalent were (100) and (110). Mixed perovskite
oxides of this nature behold the possibility of exhibiting various surface terminations along these
planes, based on the elemental presence on those surface terminations. Probing the different
surface terminations and their role towards the thermochemical reactions of interest was hence
important. For the materials of focus, La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3, six different terminations were found
to exist along the (100) facets of both La0.5Sr0.5BO3 and La0.75Sr0.25BO3 where ‘B’ stands for the
different ‘B’ site components like Fe or Co or Fe0.5Co0.5. These six surface terminations were
broadly classified into two major groups: ‘AO’ terminations (surfaces having an atomic layer of
‘A’ site metal and oxygen on the surface) and ‘BO’ terminations (surfaces having an atomic layer
of ‘B’ site metal and oxygen on the surface). Each of these two classes has three variations based
on the A site composition on the surface or in the immediate sub-surface. For the ‘AO’ surface
terminations of La0.5Sr0.5BO3, the three variations of ‘A’ composition were (i) only lanthanum, (ii)
lanthanum and strontium with 1:1 ratio (or La0.5Sr0.5) and (iii) only strontium. Similarly, the ‘AO’
compositions for La0.75Sr0.25BO3 were (i) only lanthanum (ii) lanthanum and strontium in a ratio
of 3:1 (or La0.75Sr0.25) and (iii) lanthanum and strontium with 1:1 ratio (or La0.5Sr0.5).
The different ‘BO’ surfaces were classified based on the different ‘AO’ composition that
lies in the immediate sub-surface. The nomenclature of the ‘AO’ surfaces was thus, made
according to the initials of the composition and that for ‘BO’ surfaces was done as per B-atop-AOsub-layer or in short B_AO. The representative structures for these six surface terminations along
(100) cubic facets of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 are shown in Figure 3.9(a-f). Theoretical studies on the
stability of these surfaces are shown in Figures 3.10a and 3.10b.
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Figure 3.9 Various surface terminations along (100) facets of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3.
A trend of stability was seen amongst the six different surface terminations along (100)
surfaces of La0.5Sr0.5BO3 and La0.75Sr0.25BO3. For the ‘AO’ terminations, higher content of
strontium exposed to the surface was preferred in comparison to lanthanum. The orders of stability
for ‘AO’ terminations in La0.5Sr0.5BO3 and La0.75Sr0.25BO3 materials are thus: SrO > La0.5Sr0.5O >
LaO and La0.5Sr0.5O > La0.75Sr0.25O > LaO, respectively. This result is in accord with several
studies that demonstrate strontium segregation to the surface.22, 52, 79 Experimental investigation
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by Druce et al. supports this result, although it relates this feature not only to simple surface
relaxation, but an extensive surface reconstruction.22 On the other hand, the stability of the ‘BO’
terminations is related to the composition of ‘AO’ layer in the sub-surface. Increasing the strontium
content in the immediate sub surface tends to destabilize the ‘BO’ surface termination.

Figure 3.10 Stability of the surface terminations along (100) crystal facets of (a) La0.5Sr0.5BO3
and (a) La0.75Sr0.25BO3. [B = Co, Fe0.5Co0.5, and Fe].
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Hence, the orders of stability for ‘BO’ termination for La0.5Sr0.5BO3 and La0.75Sr0.25BO3
materials are as: B_LaO > B_La0.5Sr0.5O > B_SrO and B_LaO > B_La0.75Sr0.25O > B_La0.5Sr0.5O,
respectively. Amongst all the six surface terminations, the ‘AO’ termination having the highest
strontium content proved to be the most stable. This stability pattern was valid for all the materials
irrespective of the B site composition (Fe or Co or Fe0.5Co0.5) as is evident from Figures 3.10a and
3.10b.
Charge density analyses for these surface terminations were conducted for interpretation
of the stability trends. For La0.5Sr0.5FeO3, the stability of SrO surface termination over LaO
termination was explained by the lower charge density of surface strontium ions (0.163 e/Bohr3)
than that of lanthanum ions (0.232 e/Bohr3) on the surface of LaO termination. The charge density
of the surface ‘B’ atoms and the oxygen atoms were similar for all the BO terminations. Hence,
the trend of stability among the BO terminations was better addressed by the interlayer Coulombic
Table 3.3 Relaxation in the top layer of a few (100) surface terminations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3
(100) Surface Terminations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3

Relaxation in the top most
layer

LaO

SrO

Fe_LaO

Fe_SrO

Absolute value (pm)

5.366

9.679

6.255

10.252

% of the bulk interlayer distance

2.82

4.96

3.28

5.25

interactions. The surface charge density on the iron ions was calculated to be 0.48 e/Bohr3, while
that for lanthanum and strontium ions were 0.232 e/Bohr3 and 0.163 e/Bohr3 respectively. Fe_LaO
termination has an iron-rich surface layer with lanthanum ions in the immediate sub-surface, while
the sub-surface of Fe_SrO termination has strontium ions. Coulomb repulsion between the surface
and sub surface layers being proportional to the product of the charge of the ions present on those
surfaces, it is stronger between an iron-rich surface layer and a lanthanum-rich sub layer than that
between an iron-rich surface layer and a strontium-rich sub layer. This accounts for more interlayer
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surface relaxation in Fe_SrO termination while less relaxation in Fe_LaO termination. This energy
cost for more relaxation makes the Fe_SrO surface termination less preferred than Fe_LaO
termination. The extent of relaxation in the top most surface is documented in Table 3.3.
Similarly, the different terminations that are formed along (110) crystal facet are ‘ABO’
termination (having both the A site and B site components along with oxygen on the surface) and
‘O’ termination (having only oxygen on the surface lying atop the ‘ABO’ sub-surface). For
La0.5Sr0.5BO3, the only ‘ABO’ surface termination was La0.5Sr0.5BO and the only ‘O’ layer is
oxygen-atop-La0.5Sr0.5O or simply O_ La0.5Sr0.5BO. For La0.75Sr0.25BO3, however, there are two
types of ‘ABO’ terminations (LaBO and La0.5Sr0.5BO) based on the compositional variation of ‘A’
elements in the ‘ABO’ layer and hence the two ‘O’ terminated surfaces are O_LaBO and
O_La0.5Sr0.5BO. The two terminations along (110) planes of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 are shown in Figure
3.11 (a-b) and the terminations along (110) facets of La0.75Sr0.25FeO3 are shown in Figure
3.11 (c-f). The stability of the surface terminations along (110) planes [Figures 3.12 (a-b)] were
found to be dependent on the B site composition. In general, ‘O’ terminations were more stable
than the ‘ABO’ terminations. For La0.5Sr0.5BO3, the preference of ‘O’ termination becomes more
pronounced with the increase of iron content in the B site. For La0.5Sr0.5CoO3, the two terminations
are almost equally stable. For La0.75Sr0.25BO3, the most stable termination was O_LaBO, its
preference increasing with increased iron content in the ‘B’ site. For La0.75Sr0.25CoO3, the
O_LaCoO terminated surface exhibited almost similar stability as the La0.5Sr0.5CoO terminated
one. Between the two ‘O’ terminations, the stability was governed by the sub surface ‘ABO’ layer
as is shown in Figure 3.12b. Amongst the two sets of (100) and (110) surface terminations for all
the six materials, easy formation of (100) crystal facets over (110) was predicted. Surface
termination stability is not reflected in XRD patterns, as XRD is a bulk characterization technique.
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Figure 3.11 Surface terminations along (110) facets of (a-b) La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 and
(c-f) La0.75Sr0.25FeO3.
These surface terminations are of particular interest as these are the most potent candidates to be
generated in experimental conditions, both in stoichiometric and oxygen deficient states, and it is
on these surfaces that the carbon dioxide conversion reactions occur.
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Figure 3.12 Stability of the surface terminations along (110) crystal facets of (a) La0.5Sr0.5BO3
and (b) La0.75Sr0.25BO3. [B = Co, Fe0.5Co0.5, and Fe].
3.4.4 Surface Oxygen Vacancy
Most of the catalytic reactions on oxygen deficient materials occur at or in the vicinity of
the surface oxygen vacancy based active sites.80-85 Hence, a detailed investigation of the oxygen
vacancies on the various surface terminations along (100) and (110) planes was conducted. The
slab model for surfaces had 80 atoms. Hence, to create a vacancy of δ = 0.125 and 0.25, two and
four oxygen atoms were removed respectively from the surface. The oxygen vacancy formation
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was found to depend significantly on the local structure and composition of the surface. The
surface oxygen vacancy formation trends across the various surface terminations were found to
hold for all the materials, irrespective of the ‘B’ site composition. The oxygen vacancy trends on
the different (100) and (110) surface terminations for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 and La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 are
reported in Figure 3.13a and 3.13b, respectively, whereas the rest can be found in the
supplementary information Figure 3.14(a-d).

Figure 3.13 Surface oxygen vacancy formation energy over various terminations along (100) and
(110) crystal facets of (a) La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 and (b) La0.5Sr0.5FeO3.
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Figure 3.14 Surface oxygen vacancy formation energy over various terminations of
La1-XSrXFe1-YCoYO(3-δ). (a) La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O(3-δ), (b) La0.75Sr0.25Fe0.5Co0.5O(3-δ), (c)
La0.75Sr0.25CoO(3-δ) and (d) La0.75Sr0.25FeO(3-δ).
The same pattern was exhibited at higher concentrations of oxygen vacancy (δ = 0.25) as
well. For La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 (Figure 3.13b), and the other La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 materials, as in Figure
3.14(a-d), the different surface terminations along (100) and (110) planes revealed a similar trend.
Comparison of the surface oxygen vacancies along various terminations of these perovskite oxides,
calculated using different Hubbard U values (U = 0, 2, and 3), also revealed similar trends (Figure
3.15). Comparison among the oxygen vacancy formation energies in the bulk and across the ‘AO’
and ‘BO’ surface terminations for a vacancy extent of 0.125 is shown in Figure 3.16. This trend
of oxygen vacancy formation across various surface terminations was found to be valid for all the
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Figure 3.15 Surface oxygen vacancy formation energies along the (100) crystal facets of
La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 using DFT+U (U = 2,3,4).

Figure 3.16 Surface oxygen vacancy formation along ‘AO’ and ‘BO’ terminations of (100)
planes of La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO3 [δ = 0.125].
six materials. This provides a basis for surface selection for optimum oxygen vacancy formation.
Site specificity of these vacancy formation was also revealed. Figure 3.17(a-b) show the
dependence of vacancy formation energy on the specific locations of AO terminated (100)
surfaces. Oxygen vacancies along a linear chain was found favorable over a distributed vacancy
formation (Figure 3.17a). For a higher extent of oxygen vacancy formation (δ = 0.25), a
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combination of sub-surface oxygen and surface oxygen removal was preferred over oxygen
removal only from the top surface (Figure 3.17b). The surface oxygen vacancy creation also results
in significant amount of surface reconstruction, often exchanging oxygen between two consecutive
layers. Certain surface terminations, like the ‘BO’ terminated surfaces [Figure 3.18(a)] were found
to create trench like regimes on the surface after losing the surface oxygen. These crevices can
serve as potential active sites for gas phase reactions (CO2 reduction for thermochemical cycles).

Figure 3.17 Site specific oxygen vacancy formation energies on different sites of ‘AO’ surface
terminations of La0.5Sr0.5BO3. (a) linear and distributed vacancy sites for (δ=0.125) and (b) top
layer and removal from both top and sub-surface.
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Figure 3.18 Surface relaxations associated with oxygen vacancy formation on the surface
terminations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3-δ.
3.4.5 Carbon Dioxide Adsorption Studies
The carbon dioxide adsorption energies on the perovskite surfaces are selected as
descriptors for the CO2 conversion reactions. The hypothesis is, stronger the adsorption, higher is
the tendency of carbon dioxide reduction to carbon monoxide. Use of oxygen and hydrogen
adsorption energies as suitable descriptors had been done in past.54-55 Several studies on carbon
dioxide adsorption on ceria and on metal surfaces have probed the best carbon dioxide adsorption
configuration and the surface sites.86-87 The study here, comprised of only one of the adsorption
states of carbon dioxide that has been compared over the different surface terminations of
La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 to reveal the role of oxygen vacancies and surface composition towards carbon
dioxide conversion reactions. Although, the trends of adsorption energies over the various surface
terminations and vacancy concentration are assumed to hold for different adsorption
configurations, studying the explicit effects of the CO2 adsorption configurations on CO2
adsorption strengths across different surface terminations is in progress. CO2 conversion
experiments revealed a strong dependence on oxygen vacancies as in Figure 3.19 and
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computationally it has been done by Daza et al recently,18 thus establishing that oxygen vacancy
is the driving force for CO2 thermo-chemical conversion process. The role of surface terminations
was evident from Table 3.4; CO2 adsorption strengths vary significantly across the different pure
and non-stoichiometric surface terminations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3. The adsorption strengths increase
on oxygen vacant surfaces which is in accord with the experimental results that state CO
production rates increase with higher oxygen vacant surfaces as shown in Figure 3.19. CO2 was
found to bind stronger on the ‘AO’ surface terminations in comparison to the ‘BO’ terminations.
The adsorption strength was highest on the oxygen vacant La_O termination thus making it quite
promising for CO2 conversion to CO.

Figure 3.19 CO formation as a function of oxygen removed from the La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 surface
during isothermal H2-reduction in the RWGS-CL process at 550 °C.
Table 3.4 CO2 adsorption strengths over surface terminations of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3

Surface oxygen
vacancy extent

CO2 adsorption energies on various surface terminations
of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 (eV)
La_O
Sr_O
Fe_LaO
Fe_SrO
termination
termination
termination
termination

δ=0 [no vacancy]

-1.5135

-1.4822

-0.5736

-0.7800

δ=0.125

-3.8411

-1.9044

-0.7458

-1.1189
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions
A detailed investigation has been carried out on La(1-x)SrxFe(1-y)CoyO(3-δ) perovskite oxides.
Computational studies via density functional theory has led to the proposition of probable crystal
structure of the bulk materials. Increase of lattice constants for the cubic structures was noticed for
increased iron content in the ‘B’ site. The various surface terminations along (100) and (110)
crystal facets of these materials were tested for stability; revealing a consistent trend of higher
stability of strontium-rich AO-terminated surface. This was true irrespective of the ‘B’ site
composition. For the (110) surface terminations, the oxygen rich ‘O’ terminated planes was the
natural choice for stability. The oxygen vacancy formation energetics both for the bulk systems
and surface provided valuable insights. The trends of bulk oxygen vacancy formation energy were
found to be in accord with the experimental results, whereby increasing iron content on the ‘B’
site led to higher energy cost for oxygen removal, while the reverse pattern was true for increasing
strontium content on the ‘A’ site. There was a consistent trend of easy bulk oxygen vacancy
formation from the lanthanum-layers while it was more energy intensive from strontium-rich
layers, mainly due to the easier redistribution for electronic cloud in the lanthanum-layers.
Localized or tunnel-like oxygen vacancy formation was also found favorable in comparison to a
more distributed vacancy generation. The stability of these materials at high oxygen vacancy
concentration were revealed computationally and through in-situ x-ray diffraction study of
La0.75Sr0.25CoO3 sample; thus making these materials a strong candidate for thermochemical
reactions. On the other hand, the surface oxygen vacancy formation energy imparted valuable
insights into the surface termination dependent oxygen vacancy generation. The ‘BO’ terminated
(100) surfaces and (110) surfaces were favorable towards oxygen vacancy formation, while ‘AO’
terminated (100) planes proved reluctant towards the same. There was also a strong dependence
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of surface oxygen vacancy formation energy on the various sites of surface terminations. The
materials with different terminations were subsequently tested for carbon dioxide adsorption
strengths as a descriptor for carbon dioxide conversion. Oxygen vacant ‘AO’ terminations along
(100) surface proved to be strong candidates for possible CO2 conversion sites. In the perspective
of recent progress in preferential growth of surfaces of perovskites, this study paves the way
towards determining the desired surfaces for the energy intensive CO2 conversion reactions.
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CHAPTER 4: EARTH ABUNDANT PEROVSKITE OXIDES FOR
LOW TEMPERATURE CO2 CONVERSION*

4.1 Introduction
Increasing atmospheric CO2 is the primary cause for climate change and associated global
environmental problems. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is recognized as a solution to this CO2
problem and is attracting considerable investment.88 However, the annual scale of CO2 capture (35
Mt as of early 2017)89 is far below the global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel use (~35 Gt in 2015).90
Repurposing CO2 for renewable energy generation presents an exciting alternative34-35 and a
number of different routes have been proposed and investigated.1,

5, 91

Two notable ones are

photocatalytic splitting of CO27 and solar thermochemical conversion of CO2 to CO9, 39, 92, which
suffer from poor rates and high operating temperatures, respectively. Here, we present a method
to address these limitations using materials and a process, which serve as a perfect platform for
sustainable CO2 conversion. Photocatalysis is a low temperature process but struggles with
extremely low CO2 conversion rates, making it unsuitable for industrial application. Solar
thermochemical splitting can achieve superior rates, but at the cost of high operation temperatures
(more than 1000 °C, see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1)9,

18-19, 93-100

and a limited array of stable

materials. The solar thermochemical approach has attracted recent attention in particular as the
sun-to-fuel (STF) efficiency is the highest amongst several other methodologies.12 In solar
thermochemical conversion, metal oxides like ceria and mixed metal oxides like perovskite oxides
are suitable for converting CO2 to CO.9-10 Our process for solar thermochemical splitting, reverse

*This chapter was published in Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 648-659.
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water gas shift- chemical looping (RWGS-CL) (Figure 4.2), operates at much lower temperatures
of about 500-600 °C with even higher CO2 conversion rates.18-20 The goal of converting CO2 to
hydrocarbons can be attained once we have sustainable conversion of CO2 to CO via RWGS-CL,
by subsequent hydrogenation of CO to fuels via Fischer Tropsch Synthesis (FTS). Thus, lowering
the operating temperature of RWGS-CL to that of FTS is one of the biggest challenges today.

Figure 4.1 Comparison of CO2 conversion rates and operation temperatures of photocatalytic,
thermochemical and RWGS-CL processes. The data for the temperature of operation and the
product formation rates has been based on the literature values (9-10, 18-19, 48, 93-97, 99-100,
109). Detailed information is documented in Table 4.1.
RWGS-CL is essentially a two-step process in which an oxide material (like a unary metal
oxide or perovskite oxide, ABO3) is first reduced under hydrogen flow to form oxygen deficient
structures (ABO3-δ). These oxygen vacancies act as active sites for CO2 conversion. In the second
step, CO2 flows over these materials and converts to CO, while the oxygen vacant materials regain
their full stoichiometry (ABO3). High oxygen mobility of the perovskite oxides allows for
operation of these looping cycles without phase change of the oxides. The process is depicted in
Figure 4.2. This allows for generation of CO, a precursor for hydrocarbon production via FTS, in
their full stoichiometry (ABO3). High oxygen mobility of the perovskites allows for operation of
these looping cycles without phase change of the oxides (process is depicted in Figure 4.2).
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Table 4.1 Comparison of CO2 conversion performance by various catalysts by various methods
at different operational temperatures
Author
Information
(Reference)

Material

Method

Temp
(°C)

Rates
(μmoles/g
cat/min)

Izumi et al. (93)

TiO2(P25)

Photocatalysis

5

0.006

Izumi et al. (93)

Pt-Ti_Y_Zeolite

Photocatalysis

55

0.00133

Izumi et al. (93)

Ru/RuOx/TiO2

Photocatalysis

46

0.817

Izumi et al. (93)

Cu-ZnO

Photocatalysis

32-40

0.0005

Huang et al. (97)

Co3O4/CeO2

Photocatalysis

RT

0.1045

Chueh et al. (9)

Ceria

Thermochemical

1500/900

206 (peak) 81
(avg)

Mc Daniel et al.
(10)
Mc Daniel et al.
(10)
Mc Daniel et al.
(10)

Sr0.6La0.4Mn0.6Al0.
4O3
Sr0.4La0.6Mn0.4Al0.
6O3
Sr0.4La0.6Mn0.6Al0.
4O3

Thermochemical

1350/1000

9.3

Thermochemical

1350/1000

18.4

Thermochemical

1350/1000

21.9

Miller et al. (99)

Ce0.67Fe2.33O4

Thermochemical

1400/1100

0.5

Lorentzou et al.
(96)

Ni-Ferrite

Thermochemical

1100

22

Inoue et al. (95)

Rh/TiO2

RWGS

300

56.0

Ginés et al. (100)

Commercial
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3

RWGS

250

258.6

Galvita et al. (94)

Ce0.2Fe0.8O2

RWGS-CL

750/600

210

RihkoStruckmann et al.
RihkoStruckmann et al.
Wenzel et al.
(109)

Fe2O3:Al2O3
(Fe:Al=7:3)
Fe2O3:Al2O3
(Fe:Al=9:1)
Fe3O4–
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2

RWGS-CL

750

440

RWGS-CL

750

350

RWGS-CL

800

22.22

Daza et al. (19)

La0.75Sr0.25CoO3

RWGS-CL

500/850

100.8

Daza et al. (18)

La0.75Sr0.25FeO3

RWGS-CL

550

80
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the RWGS-CL process demonstrating the two-step conversion
of CO2 to CO via ABO3 type perovskite oxides. Equations 1 and 2 depict the perovskite
reduction and oxidation reaction, respectively.
This allows for generation of CO, a precursor for hydrocarbon production via FTS, in a
sustainable process. Using renewable hydrogen for the entire process, the (STF) efficiency is
highly improved101 with high rates of CO2 conversion at FTS compatible temperatures. We
anticipate this methodology of CO2 repurposing towards hydrocarbon generation can significantly
impact the current energy market. Perovskite oxides are the main vehicles for conversion of CO2
to CO using RWGS-CL. These mixed metal oxides are predominant in cubic, hexagonal and
orthorhombic phases, with cubic phases being the most stable at high temperatures.21, 71-72 Usually,
these ABO3 structures are composed of lanthanides or alkaline earth metals on the ‘A’ sites and
transition metals on the ‘B’ sites. Lanthanum based materials have shown great promise in solar
thermochemical cycles (STC).14,
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The cubic forms of these structures comprise of hexa-

coordinated ‘B’ site elements and dodeca-coordinated ‘A’ site elements. The different surface
facets can have varying concentrations of ‘A’ and ‘B’ site elements. Stability of their (100) and
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(110) planes has also been reported.102 The mechanism of RWGS-CL is primarily dependent on
the creation of oxygen vacancies on these surfaces and CO2 conversion on those oxygen vacant
sites. This phenomenon varies with different neighboring elements and their lattice structure,
implying that material structure and composition of these ABO3 type perovskite oxides play a
significant role in tuning the oxygen vacancy characteristics of these materials. Probing these
oxygen vacant sites on varying perovskite oxide compositions is thus imperative for better
formulation of catalysts and understanding their role in carbon dioxide conversion. Density
functional theory (DFT) based oxygen vacancy formation energy calculations can provide the
perfect insights of these materials. Using oxygen vacancy formation energy as an appropriate
descriptor for this RWGS-CL process, we henceforth predicted several earth abundant perovskite
oxides with potential toward sustainable carbon dioxide conversion. Experiments conducted over
these predicted materials demonstrated superior carbon dioxide conversion performance at
sustainable temperatures. These materials along with the improved CO2 conversion capabilities
are promising for feasible industrial implementation.
4.2 Computational Methods
Density functional theory (DFT) based calculations were performed using Vienna ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP – 5.3.3).57-61 All the calculations used the plane wave basis set and
gradient generalization for the approximation of electron densities. The core electronic states were
treated by projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials63 and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)103
variant of exchange correlation. Consistent use of default potentials for all the elements was
maintained. Throughout the study, a constant energy cut off of 600 eV was used. The convergence
criterion for the ionic relaxations is set at 0.001eV/atom. All the bulk phase systems studied were
cubic, with 40 atoms in a 2×2×2 supercell, while the surface slabs were made of 2×2×2 supercells
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having 40 atoms with 15 Å of vacuum along the surface direction to mimic the absence of atomic
periodicity on surfaces. After convergence with respect to k point sampling was checked,
calculations for all the 40 atom supercell of bulk stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric perovskites
were done with 4×4×4 k point mesh generated by an automatic scheme having Monkhorst Pack
grid.104 Magnetic effects were not considered explicitly as they are known to have minor effects
in the systematic trends of energy.46 For the slab calculations of the surface structures, dipole
correction was accounted.
The initial ground state configurations for each of the materials were obtained through a
series of varying cell volume calculations. Once the ground state lattice constant was established,
the entire set of parameters were used for the nonstoichiometric calculations as well. Though
oxygen vacancy formation in a material is a complex process consisting of several steps, the major
energy intensive step is the dissociation of the metal-oxygen bond. Hence, computational oxygen
vacancy formation energies calculated as enthalpy difference between the initial stoichiometric
material and the final oxygen deficient material along with gas phase oxygen mostly represents
the energy barrier for the dissociation of the metal-oxygen bonds and the subsequent relaxation of
the oxygen deficient structure. The creation of oxygen vacancies is marked by systematic removal
of oxygen atoms, either from bulk or surface. The extent of oxygen vacancy (δ) was defined as
oxygen deficiency per unit molecule of ABO3; thus in a 40 atom supercell of perovskites, δ = 0.125
is marked by removal of one oxygen atom. For surface oxygen vacancies of δ = 0.125, the number
of oxygen atoms removed from the 40 atom supercell is one as well. The oxygen vacancy
formation energy is calculated as:
𝑛𝑛

𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) + 𝛿𝛿 × 2 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3

(4.1)

where, 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3 is the total energy of the stoichiometric perovskite oxide supercell of n unit cells,
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while 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(3−𝛿𝛿) is that of the oxygen vacant perovskite supercell, ‘n’ representing the number of

unit cells considered (8 for both bulk and surface calculations) and 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 is the molecular energy of
oxygen. The oxygen over-binding error has been addressed by Wang et al.66 for PBE functionals

by using a correction factor of 1.36 eV. All the calculations of oxygen vacancy formation energy
were corrected by this factor. The oxygen adsorption energy is calculated using equation 4.2:
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

(4.2)

where, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 is the energy of either pure or oxygen vacant perovskite, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃+𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 is the energy of

combined system of O2 adsorbed on the perovskite while 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 is the energy of molecular gaseous
oxygen.

The empirical modelling for the bulk oxygen vacancy formation energy has been done with
respect to two intrinsic parameters for the materials that closely govern oxygen vacancy formation.
Enthalpy of formation is a measure of stability of a material. It has been calculated based on the
difference of the pure phase enthalpy of a material and the enthalpy of its pure phase elemental
components. Bond dissociation energy is closely related to vacancy formation energy. The bond
dissociation energy is approximately calculated as per the total energy to break two ‘B-O’ bonds
and four ‘A-O’ bonds (based on two ‘B’ sites and four ‘A’ sites as the closest neighbors of an
oxygen atom) in a perovskite cubic structure. The data from the handbook of chemical bond
energies105 were used for the purpose of estimating the bond dissociation energy associated with
an oxygen vacancy formation.
4.3 Experimental Methods
Perovskite samples of the form, A1(1-x)A2xB1(1-y)B2yO3, were synthesized by the Pechini
method.106 Metal nitrates and carbonates, as obtained from Alfa-Aesar or Sigma Aldrich, were
used as precursors. They were dissolved in a citric acid solution (a chelating agent) by stirring for
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2 hr at 60 °C. Ethylene glycol (Aldrich > 99%) was subsequently added followed by stirring for 7
hr at 90 °C. The resultant gel was then charred at 450 °C (25 °C/min) for 2 hr and then crushed to
a fine powder. A final calcination step was thereby conducted over this powder at 950 °C to obtain
fresh samples of stoichiometric perovskite oxides.
Crystalline structures were analyzed using Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) in a Bruker
X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source. The resulting diffraction patterns collected from 20 to
100 (2θ°) with a step size of 0.0102 2θ° confirmed the presence of a dominant perovskite oxide
phase in each sample. XRD was conducted on both pure phase samples and at post-reaction
conditions to determine the stability of these materials. X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS)
measurements were conducted with a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha instrument using Al Kα
radiation. The C1s peak was located at 284.85 eV. Transmission emission microscopy (TEM) was
conducted on these samples using a Tecnai F20 TEM, with a Schottky field emitter as the electron
source with a minimal energy spread of less than 0.7 eV and a line resolution of 0.24 nm. Hitachi
S-800 scanning electron microscope with EDAX-Phoenix EDS system was used to probe the
samples.
The CO2 conversion experiments via RWGS-CL were conducted in a quartz U-tube
reactor. The samples were packed between glass wool in the reactor and placed in a ThermoScientific tube furnace. All temperature-programmed experiments were conducted in this setup
with changes in gas flow (as controlled by Alicat mass flow controllers) and temperatures (heating
rate being kept constant at 10 °C/min). UHP grade gases, as obtained from Airgas, were used for
these reactions. Oxygen vacancy formation under hydrogen (10% H2/He) was measured by
temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) from ambient temperature to 950 °C. Temperatureprogrammed oxidation (TPO) experiments were conducted to detect the conversion of CO2 to CO.
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A MKS Cirrus mass spectrometer was used to monitor the reactor effluent (m/z = 18 signal for the
detection of water, representing oxygen vacancy formation, and m/z = 28 signal for the detection
of CO, representing CO2 conversion). An isothermal reduction for 30 min at 550 °C was then
ensued under hydrogen with helium as carrier (10% H2/He). These reduced samples were cooled
naturally under He flow and subsequently heated back to 950 °C under CO2 flow (10% CO2/He)
for generation of CO. The RWGS-CL cycle experiments were all conducted at 550 °C with 20 min
for each of reduction and oxidation steps.
4.4 Results and Discussions
4.4.1 Earth Abundant Perovskite Prediction
Perovskite oxides have shown promising response towards CO2 conversion to CO via
RWGS-CL process and density functional theory (DFT) based oxygen vacancy formation energy
(Evac) provides the insights into a material’s oxygen vacancy formation abilities. We have recently
shown that these DFT calculated Evac clearly corresponds to the extent of oxygen vacancy
formation and temperature of vacancy formation in the RWGS-CL process.102 Deml et al. have
shown the correspondence of Evac to STC experiments.14, 45, 107 Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
Evac is an accurate descriptor for the RWGS-CL process. Therefore, we use this descriptor for the
prediction of perovskite oxides with CO2 conversion capabilities in RWGS-CL process. From our
previous work, La0.75Sr0.25FeO3 (LSF) exhibited the best CO2 conversion results, whereby
isothermal RWGS-CL cycles were conducted at 550 °C.18 Since perovskite oxides are perfect
platforms for material composition tuning, we screened materials having different elemental
compositions in both the ‘A’ and ‘B’ sites. For simplicity, the different perovskite oxide
compositions were classified into four major groups: ABO3 (only a single element ‘A’ and another
element ‘B’ ), A10.5A20.5BO3 (two elements A1 and A2 in equal compositions at the ‘A’ site, with
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only one element in the ‘B’ site), AB10.5B20.5O3 (two elements B1 and B2 in equal compositions
in the ‘B’ site), and A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3 (two elements A1 and A2 in the ‘A’ site and two
elements B1 and B2 in the ‘B’ site).

Figure 4.3 Representative relaxed crystal structures of (A) ABO3, (B) A10.5A20.5BO3,
(C) AB10.5B20.5O3, and (D) A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3.
For the ‘A’ site, we chose lanthanum, calcium, strontium and barium while for ‘B’ site we
selected the 3d elements from chromium to copper (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) along with
aluminum and gallium on the basis of several previous reports of successful thermochemical (TC)
and RWGS-CL processes.13, 17-19 The representative crystal structures of these perovskite oxides
are shown in Figure 4.3. We calculated the enthalpy of formation of these materials to test their
stability and subsequently their Evac to predict their performance in RWGS-CL. The search for the
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best-performing perovskite oxides with CO2 conversion capabilities is done based on their oxygen
vacancy formation energies. In a typical RWGS-CL experiment, the extent of oxygen vacancies
(δ) formed in a perovskite oxide, ensuring the stability of the perovskites, is about 0.1 - 0.4.18 It
has also been shown that the trends of oxygen vacancy formation energy across different materials
remain the same for different extents of oxygen vacancy (δ = 0.125, 0.25, 0.375).102 Thus, for
screening purposes, we only calculated the energy required to create δ = 0.125 extent of oxygen
vacancy. Since LSF presented the current best case scenario for RWGS-CL,18, 94, 102, 108-109 we
calculated the Evac for LSF and used this Evac as reference.
The site-averaged oxygen vacancy formation energy in a LSF crystal was found to be 3.36
eV. Based on this Evac value, we have screened the perovskite oxides. Any material having similar
oxygen vacancy formation energy is expected to exhibit similar oxygen vacancy formation in the
RWGS-CL process. A material with higher Evac is more reluctant to lose oxygen and may either
create fewer oxygen vacancies at a certain temperature, or will require a higher temperature to
create the same number of oxygen vacancies. Similarly, a material having lower Evac is more prone
to accommodate oxygen vacancies and will be reduced easily during the RWGS-CL process with
hesitation to re-oxidize. In this work, we focused only on materials having Evac of (3.36 ± 0.5) eV.
As seen in Figure 4.4A, Evac is plotted for different ABO3. As reported in literature, there is a
consistent decreasing trend of Evac with transition elements.46 In a very similar way, the oxygen
vacancy formation energies of all the different perovskite oxide species (A10.5A20.5BO3,
AB10.5B20.5O3, and A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3) have been plotted in Figure 4.4B, 4.4C and 4.4D,
respectively. We found several materials that lie in our preferred energy zone of (3.36 ± 0.5), as
marked by the red dotted box in Figure 4.4 (A-D). All the calculations are based on the minimum
energy configurations of these perovskite oxides. There exist minor Evac variations for different
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configurations. We expect this to have minor effect on our prediction model, having performed
the calculations on a consistent basis of minimum-energy configuration (i.e., the trends of Evac
should not change) and also the Evac variation (1eV) in proposed our optimum range is larger than
configuration-dependent energy variation (less than 0.2 eV).
The cumulative oxygen vacancy formation characteristic for these perovskite oxides is
plotted in Figure 4.5A. Here, we compare each material’s oxygen vacancy formation energy to
that of LSF and hence, the materials exhibiting some minimal deviation from LSF’s Evac value are

Figure 4.4 Oxygen vacancy (δ = 0.125) formation energies (Evac) for different perovskite oxides.
(A) ABO3 where ‘A’ sites are La, Ca, Sr or Ba while ‘B’ sites are the 3d elements Cr – Cu along
with Al and Ga. (B), A10.5A20.5BO3 with mixtures of A1 and A2 elements forming the ‘A’ site.
(C) AB10.5B20.5O3 with mixtures of B1 and B2 elements forming the ‘B’ site. (D)
A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3 type of perovskites. The red dotted box in all the figures (a-d) presents
the materials showing favorable oxygen vacancy formation energies.
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Figure 4.5 CO2 conversion performance by our predicted, stable, earth abundant perovskite
oxides. (A) Difference of Evac for all the perovskite oxides with respect to that of LSF. (B)
Experimental CO yields of the predicted perovskite oxides. (C) CO2 conversion performance by
La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 in RWGS-CL cycles at 550 °C. (D) Structural stability of
La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 after TPO-CO2 and 5 RWGS-CL cycles. (E) A relative earth abundance
plot of the ‘A’ site and ‘B’ site compositions of these materials.
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anticipated to behave similarly to LSF. The red dotted box in Figure 4.5A shows the potential
candidates for CO2 conversion.
Several of these materials were synthesized via Pechini method (PXRD patterns shown in
Figure 4.6)106 and subsequently tested for CO2 conversion capabilities in temperature-programmed
experiments. Figure 4.5B presents the CO formation yields using these perovskite oxides.
Lanthanum and calcium based materials show remarkable performance. La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 is capable
of producing twice the amount of CO (1242 μmoles/gram perovskite oxide) than that from LSF
(599 μmoles/gram perovskite oxide) with CO production rates almost 1.85 times higher than that
of LSF (60.5 μmoles/min/gram of LSF). La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 shows unprecedented CO
production rates of about 160 μmoles/min/gram perovskite oxide with total CO yield of 973
μmoles/gram perovskite oxide. The detailed information of CO2 conversion by these perovskite
oxides is reported in Table 4.2. These CO2 conversion data must not be confused as a process
limitation. We hereby state that shorter reaction timescales (in the form of pulses) along with
optimizing the CO2 feed volumetric rate can enhance these conversion values by several orders.
Since CO2 conversion is largely dependent on the material composition, minor composition
tuning of these materials could result in even better CO2 conversion results, which will allow for
potential implementation of this RWGS-CL process at large scale. The long-term stability of these
materials and their applicability were tested as well. Figure 4.5C shows consistent generation of
CO by La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 over repeated cycles at 550 °C while Figure 4.5D explicitly shows
the stability of La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 structure throughout these RWGS-CL cycles. The long-term
applicability of these perovskite materials is related to their abundance. The relative earth
abundance plot of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ site composition of these perovskite oxides (Figure 4.5E) shows
easy availability of several of our predicted materials.110 As seen in Figure 4.5E,
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La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 presents an earth abundant option with low material and processing costs.
This particular perovskite oxide not only demonstrates a stable and consistent high CO2 conversion
performance at low temperatures, but is also a sustainable candidate for industrial use.
Table 4.2 CO2 conversion rates and yields in the RWGS-CL process using perovskite oxides
Maximum CO
CO
production rate
production
(μmoles/g
onset
cat/min)
temperature
[corresponding
(°C)
temperature(°C)]

Material

CO yield
(μmoles/g
cat)

La0.75Sr0.25FeO3

599

60.5 [560]

450

2.02

La0.6Ca0.4MnO3

1242

113 [710]

585

1.82

La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3

973

160 [500]

450

2.40

La0.6Ca0.4Al0.4Mn0.6O3

757

38.0 [640]

550

0.88

La0.6Ba0.4Fe0.6Al0.4O3

569

77.4 [550]

440

1.22

La0.6Ca0.4Cr0.4Mn0.6O3

566

18.3 [680]

450

0.42

La0.6Ca0.4Cr0.6Al0.4O3

288

10.0 [750]

535

0.23

La0.6Ca0.4Cr0.6Fe0.4O3

257

6.70 [860]

500

0.14

La0.6Ba0.4Mn0.6Fe0.4O3

254

11.4 [860]

650

0.15

La0.6Ba0.4MnO3

210

16.1 [640]

580

0.33

La0.6Ba0.4Mn0.6Cr0.4O3

198

18.5 [610]

535

0.37

La0.6Ba0.4Cr0.8Co0.2O3

196

8.60 [630]

525

0.31

La0.6Ca0.4Cr0.8Co0.2O3

146

9.80 [690]

560

0.22

La0.6Ba0.4Cr0.6Fe0.4O3

135

8.50 [560]

470

0.18
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Figure 4.6 PXRDs of samples exhibiting higher CO yields than La0.75Sr0.25FeO3.
(Reference code: 00-046-0513, space group: Pnma). Slight rightward shifts of major
La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 diffraction lines suggest successful incorporation of additional ‘B’ site elements
without notable formation of secondary oxide phases.
4.4.2 Material Characterizations for Calcium Rich Perovskites
The better performing materials were further investigated via transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figures 4.7 (A-C) reveal the TEM
micrographs of La0.75Sr0.25FeO3, La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 and La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 samples at prereaction conditions. The samples show nanoparticle formation in approximately 100-250 nm size
range. Fine nanospheres are also found in LSF samples (Figure 4.7A-inset). HRTEM images
reveal the d-spacing of the representative peaks of the perovskite crystals. No other crystalline
phase was detected, in accord with XRD results. Presence of constituent elements in the porous
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agglomerate of La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 sample (Figure 4.7G) is shown in Figures 4.7H-L. A
homogeneous bulk phase is observed with no elemental segregation. The SEM images of
La0.75Sr0.25FeO3, La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 and La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 samples at their pre and post-reaction
conditions are shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 Electron micrographs of perovskite oxides and elemental maps via EDS. (A-C) TEM
images for La0.75Sr0.25FeO3, La0.6Ca0.4MnO3, La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3. (D-F) Respective HRTEM
images. (G) SEM image of La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3. (H-L) EDS color maps for each element in
La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3.
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Figure 4.8 SEM images of perovskite oxides. (A, C, E) freshly prepared condition and (B, D, F)
at post reaction condition. (A, B) La0.75Sr0.25FeO3; (C, D) La0.6Ca0.4MnO3; and
(E, F) La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3.
Though, no major change in the bulk phase composition and crystallinity was observed in
the samples, the XPS results of the samples revealed several surface insights. Figures 4.9(B-F)
reveal the typical XPS profiles of the constituent elemental orbitals - La-3d, Ca-2p, Mn-2p, Fe-2p,
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and O-1s orbitals of La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3. The change in surface composition of these materials
before and after the RWGS-CL cycles is depicted in Figure 4.9A. As reported in literature, we
observe strontium enrichment at the surface of the LSF crystal.22, 79 This accounts for interlayer
diffusion of the lanthanum and strontium near the perovskite oxide surface. However for both
La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 and La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3, we observe a different trend of lanthanum enrichment
at the surface. Along with these, iron becomes more predominant on the surface of
La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3. These surface enrichment of selective elements portray the role of these
La-O and Fe-O based surface terminations towards increased CO2 conversion performance than
in LSF. The La 3d scan has a 3d5/2 peak binding energy at 833.15 eV, confirming the presence of
a La2O3 state.111 The 3d5/2 multiplet splitting has a difference of ~4.4 eV, which is expected for the
La2O3 state. The La 3d3/2 peak binding energy is at 850.02 eV and the Ca 2p scan has a 2p3/2 peak

Figure 4.9 XPS results for perovskite oxide samples. (A) Change in ‘A’ site and ‘B’ site surface
composition for La0.75Sr0.25FeO3, La0.6Ca0.4MnO3, and La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 samples at pre and
post reaction conditions. (B-F) XPS profiles of constituent elements of La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3.
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binding energy at 345.77 eV.111 The Ca 2p1/2 has a peak at 349.35 eV.111 The delta is 3.58 eV,
which is an expected spin-orbit split for carbonate components. There are satellite loss features
observed, which are typically present for CaCO3. These are located around ~355 and ~359 eV.
The Fe 2p scan has a 2p3/2 binding energy peak at 710.05 eV, corresponding top Fe (III). Fe 2p1/2
around 723-724 eV marks the presence of both Fe (II) and Fe (III) components.112 Fe 2p3/2 satellite
peaks for both Fe (II) and Fe (III) are visible around 716-719 eV range.112 The Mn 2p scan has a
2p3/2 peak binding energy at 641.55 eV.112-113 At ~647 eV a very mild MnO satellite feature is
present, which portends towards a slight presence of Mn (II) phase along with dominant Mn (III)
or Mn (IV) phases.112-113 Two close O1s peaks are located near 531 and 529, which is expected for
metal oxides.114
4.4.3 Oxygen Adsorption over Perovskite Oxides
Oxygen vacancy formation energy (Evac) essentially describes the vacancy creation step of
the RWGS-CL process. For the CO2 splitting step over these oxygen deficient perovskite surfaces,
CO2 adsorption energy (Eads) is an appropriate descriptor. CO2 adsorption energies have been
related to CO2 conversion in RWGS-CL.18, 102 For any thermochemical approach, the oxidation
step of the perovskite oxide is governed by that material’s oxygen affinity. This phenomenon is
not limited to CO2 splitting, but is applicable for water splitting as well. For all these similar
processes, the surface metal on the perovskite should exhibit strong oxygen affinity so as to induce
C-O or H-O bond dissociation (corresponding to CO2 and H2O splitting). Since oxygen vacancy
formation energy probes the energy demand of the material to create an oxygen vacancy, we
believe it should exhibit similar trends to O2 adsorption energy over these oxygen vacant materials.
O2 adsorption energy can thus be a good descriptor for oxidation step of thermochemical looping
processes. Henceforth, we calculated oxygen adsorption energies (Eads) on pure stoichiometric and
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oxygen vacant (100) surfaces of ABO3 perovskite oxides to gain insights into the reaction
mechanisms. Moreover, the trends of CO2 adsorption energies can be obtained through C and O
adsorption energies due to scaling relations.115-117 Since, C adsorption trend follows a similar trend
as that of O adsorption,116-117 we limited our investigation to only O2 adsorption energy as a model
for adsorption energy of any oxygen containing gases. We studied the two dominant crystal facet
terminations - ‘AO’ (having only ‘A’ site atoms and oxygen) and ‘BO2’ (having only ‘B’ site
atoms and oxygen). Figures 4.10 (A-D) show that Eads is significantly larger on oxygen vacant

Figure 4.10 O2 adsorption strengths over pure and oxygen vacant perovskites. Average energy
for O2 adsorption at different sites of (A) pure and (B) oxygen vacant ‘AO’ and ‘BO2’
terminations of (100) facets of ABO3. (C) Surface specificity: average O2 adsorption energies
over (C) ‘AO’ sites and (D) ‘BO2’ sites of pure and oxygen deficient perovskites.
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surfaces irrespective of composition of the surface. Stronger O2 adsorption on these surfaces
allows for easier C-O bond dissociation, proving the necessity of oxygen vacancies for better CO2
reduction reaction rates. Eads trend across the ‘B’ site transition metals is also similar to that of Evac
trend. Thus, any material reluctant to form oxygen vacancies would have strong O2 adsorption,
presenting a perfect platform for dissociation of adsorbed gas molecules. On the contrary, too high
an oxygen vacancy formation energy portends an energy intensive process (as shown in
Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11 Comparison of oxygen vacancy formation energy (Evac) and O2 adsorption energy
(Eads) over perovskite oxides (ABO3).
Dotted line represents the Eads while solid lines represent Evac.
Hence, an optimum regime of oxygen vacancy formation energy (or O2 adsorption energy)
exists that allows for sustainable conversion of CO2. This similarity of trends on Evac and O2
adsorption energy establishes Evac as an appropriate descriptor not only for the oxygen vacancy
creation step for RWGS-CL, but also for the entire RWGS-CL process as a whole. In particular,
‘AO’ facets are more favorable for CO2 conversion than the ‘BO2’ facets. In particular, La-O based
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surface is favored for O2 adsorption, implying better CO2 conversion reactions over these
surfaces.102 This goes to explain the reason for increased CO2 conversion over La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 and
La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 perovskites over LSF, as those revealed dominance of lanthanum over
calcium at the crystal surface (per Figure 4.9A). Hence, synthesis techniques which target AO
facets are indicated for improved CO2 conversion performance. These insights are not merely
limited to RWGS-CL application but can be translated to other surface reactions over perovskite
oxides involving oxygen evolution or oxygen reduction.
4.4.4 Empirical Modeling of Oxygen Vacancy Formation Energies
For any application, the intrinsic properties of a material behold the possibility of
explaining that material’s performance. For any catalytic reactions, material properties like oxygen
vacancy formation energy (Evac), enthalpy of formation (-Hf), net electronegativity difference of
the metal and the reactant, bond-dissociation energies (EBDE), band gap (Eg), transition metal 3d
band center, surface density of the transition-metals, oxidation state of the surface atoms, O2
adsorption energies, CO2 adsorption energies, other gas adsorption energies, surface enrichment
of key transition metals are the usual governing parameters that can explain that material’s catalytic
behavior. For this particular process (RWGS-CL), oxygen vacancy creation and oxygen affinity
towards refilling the vacancies are the key steps to consider. Since the decreasing trend of Evac
matches closely with decreasing trend of Eads (as evident from Figure 4.11), we conclude Evac has
the potential to be the sole descriptor of this process for identifying materials with optimum Evac
(which also results in desired O2 adsorption properties). It is thus best said that Evac can solely
describe RWGS-CL process and is capable of predicting the CO2 conversion ability of perovskite
oxides. Much intricate and accurate quantification of the CO2 conversion performance can be
provided once we delve into the surface termination effects of each material.102 Investigation of
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these surface characteristics along with the relevant kinetic parameters (particle size, porosity,
oxygen/ionic diffusivity etc.) can shed insights on the variation of CO yields of different predicted
perovskite oxides as shown in Figure 4.5B. Recent efforts have been put forward to synthesize
selective terminations over perovskite oxides.48 These predicted new materials thus pave the way
for further in-depth study of each material-set towards achieving enhanced performance for
different catalytic reactions. It would be productive to unravel the dependence of DFT computed
Evac of a material on its intrinsic properties. The oxygen vacancy formation energy (Evac) also
depends on the elemental distribution (or ordering) in the crystal lattice. We hereby provide a
figure of oxygen vacancy formation energy (δ = 0.125) for different atomic ordering in the crystal
lattice (Figure 4.12). For a particular material composition (La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.75Fe0.25O3), we find that
the variation of oxygen vacancy formation energies is in the order of 0.2 eV, while the variation
of Evac from the least resistant position only varies for a few configuration by less than 0.1 eV.
This is because, oxygen vacancy formation energy is essentially a combination of metal-oxygen
bond dissociation energies. With varying crystal configurations, the number of different A-O and
B-O bonds change along with minor changes in lattice constants. All these account for the
variations in Evac. However, as shown, these variations are much lower than the extent of Evac
variation (1 eV) for the predicted regime (Figure 4.5A). We have briefly updated this analysis in
the manuscript. In regard to the supercell size, we have used 40 atom supercell throughout these
calculations. This allows for probing the configurations of different crystals. The only major
possible configurations that cannot be probed are the random distribution and clustered distribution
of elements. This requires an unfeasibly large supercell and probing those configurations for these
vast set of materials is impractical. On another note, as seen from the EDS results (Figures
4.7(H-L)), we believe there is no major bulk elemental segregation in these materials.
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Figure 4.12 Lattice configuration dependent oxygen vacancy formation energy (Evac) variation
for La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.75Fe0.25O3 perovskite oxide. Site weighted oxygen vacancy formation energy
(Evac-wt_avg) and oxygen vacancy formation energy at the least resistant site (Evac-min) for different
atomic orderings (A-F) in the crystal lattice of La0.5Ca0.5Mn0.75Fe0.25O3.
Oxygen vacancy formation in a lattice comprises of breaking of ‘A-O’ and ‘B-O’ bonds
associated with the lattice oxygen being removed and the subsequent relaxation of the oxygen
deficient material. Bond dissociation energies provide insights into the energy requirement for ‘AO’ and ‘B-O’ bond cleavage, while the enthalpy of formation of a material correlates with the
stability of the material. Hence, solely based on these simple parameters, an empirical model
(Figure 4.13A) is fitted to the DFT-computed Evac values for ABO3, A10.5A20.5BO3, and
AB10.5B20.5O3. The multiple linear regression technique used for fitting a model 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝛽𝛽0 +

𝛽𝛽1 𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 produced an adjusted R2 value of 0.90. The model was then utilized to predict Evac
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of A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3 and was found to closely match the DFT-calculated data (Figure 4.13B).
The mean absolute error (MAE) between the DFT-calculated values and the model is 0.188 eV.
This model is simple and can be computed from easily available EBDE values and does not require
expensive band-gap based calculations. This model provides general guidelines for prediction of
any other perovskite oxides for CO2 conversion purposes and also for other oxygen vacancy driven
applications.

Figure 4.13 Empirical modeling of oxygen vacancy formation energies (Evac) of the perovskite
oxides. (A) DFT-computed energies (Evac) for ABO3, A10.5A20.5BO3, and AB10.5B20.5O3 were
fitted to enthalpy of formation (Hf) and bond dissociation energies (EBDE). (B) Calculated Evac
energies for A10.5A20.5B10.5B20.5O3 based on fitted model as per (A).
4.5 Broader Impacts and Conclusions
The CO2 conversion approach presented in this article enables large scale implementation
in recent future, but is predicted on the cost of renewable hydrogen coming down to DOE target
prices. Within that constraint, one can envision the cost of fuels produced with this technology to
be in the ball park of current prices. Also, the proposed perovskites are Earth abundant and stable,
which will keep operational costs low. Through this study, we have demonstrated superior CO2
conversion performance via RWGS-CL at the lowest ever temperatures (~450 °C). We have shown
the feasibility of these process over several new material compositions of perovskite oxides. With
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more detailed studies on these material sets, operational temperatures can be further lowered to
~400 °C to enable thermal integration with the subsequent FTS process. Similar STC and
geothermal energy based routes are seeing implementation in small scale and pilot scale (SOLARJET, NewCO2Fuels Ltd., Carbon Recycling International)118-120. With better CO formation rates
at lower temperatures, this process can definitely see large scale implementation in near future
towards developing a closed loop carbon-neutral energy generation system. With rational DFTcalculated oxygen vacancy formation energies (Evac), we not only could propose new perovskite
oxides, but also revealed the close correlation of Evac with O2 adsorption, a key descriptor for many
important reactions. Thus, along with improving this CO2 conversion approach, this article
provides avenues to improve other critical processes as well. Oxygen vacant perovskite oxides as
catalytic materials have key roles in several applications such as oxygen electrocatalysis,121-124
photocatalysis,125 methane oxidation,126-127 CO and NO oxidation128 etc. For tuning the band states
and metal 3d and oxygen 2p band centers to modulate active sites for electrocatalysis, oxygen
vacancy is noted to be a key parameter of interest.121-122 In addition to the new perovskite oxides
examined here with the oxygen vacancy formation energy model, this study will also advance
frontier research on air separation technology,129 and chemical sensing.130
This study is thus an effort towards predicting and developing new materials that can
convert CO2 to CO at sustainable rates and temperatures that allows for thermal integration with
industrially operating FTS reactors. Based on oxygen vacancy formation energy, an intrinsic
material property that drives the CO2 conversion reactions over perovskite oxides, we successfully
predicted

several

earth

abundant

materials

(A11-xA2xB11-yB2yO3)

that

demonstrated

unprecedented CO2 conversion performance. The empirical model developed for the oxygen
vacancy formation energies can be used for future prediction of any new perovskites. It also
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demonstrated close correlation of oxygen vacancy formation energies to material stability
(enthalpy of formation) and material composition (metal-oxygen bond dissociation energies).
Oxygen adsorption energies over different stoichiometric and oxygen deficient perovskite species
revealed oxygen vacant lanthanum based materials as perfect platforms for these reactions. High
CO2 conversion performance of lanthanum-calcium based materials at low process temperatures
of 450-500 °C, calls for optimization of these material compositions that can enable future
coupling of RWGS-CL with FTS for sustainable hydrocarbon generation from waste carbon
dioxide.
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CHAPTER 5: INTERFACE ENGINEERING OF METAL OXYNITRIDE
HETEROJUNCTIONS*

5.1 Introduction
Decline of fossil fuel reserves and the grave consequences of global warming and climate
change promoted active research efforts towards sustainable renewable energy efficient
solutions.35, 90 This century has witnessed unprecedented focus on renewable energy with lesser
carbon footprint. In recent times, solar energy based options have garnered a lot of attention
resulting in several significant developments.16 While photovoltaics, solar water splitting and
carbon dioxide reduction for the production of high value products such as hydrogen, syngas,
methane, and methanol are major ways to harvest the abundant solar energy, advances on light
emitting diodes (LEDs) and luminescent applications are necessary for efficient energy utilization.
Solar thermochemical approaches have demonstrated superior catalytic activity for water splitting
and CO2 reduction.9, 131 However, they are limited by the high temperatures of operation, while
the low temperature photocatalytic and electrocatalytic processes are plagued by other issues like
poor rates of conversion, stability, selectivity, and miserable quantum efficiency.132 Since the first
reports of water splitting by Honda and Fujishima in 1972,24 significant effort has been spent over
the last half-century to develop better materials and methods for photocatalytic process.7
Material property tuning towards achieving suitable band gap, band edges, morphology,
reduced exciton recombination rates, are important for solar photocatalytic processes. While the
band gap of a material is an essential parameter determining the material’s response towards visible

*This chapter will be submitted as a manuscript for publication.
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light, band edges are primary responsible for the redox reactions. Charge transport and exciton
recombination rates are the subsequent controlling parameters that determine the effective
utilization of the electrons at the conduction band edge (CBE) and the holes at the valence band
edge (VBE). Even materials having suitable band gaps and band edge potentials can suffer from
poor photocatalytic activity due to fast exciton recombination rates. Appropriate band edge
potentials, band gap energy along with exciton dynamics are thus fundamental towards superior
photocatalytic activity. Along with these bulk electronic effects, surface morphology effects have
a significant role too. Demonstration of material property tuning by both intrinsic and extrinsic
means are well-known. While use of extrinsic dopant elements are known to modulate the
electronic states of a materials, intrinsic parameters like quantum confinement in one or more
dimensions, defect concentrations, lattice strain have also shown promising results.133-138 Creation
of heterojunctions (particularly Type II) have been hailed as one of the most efficient routes for
electron hole pair segregation and visible light activity.25, 139 Thus, it is of prime importance to
investigate the effect of these intrinsic parameters – vacancy and strain towards modulating the
electronic states of heterojunctions of interest.
Zinc oxide, aluminum nitride, gallium nitride are well known II-VI and III-V materials
mostly stable in hexagonal wurtzite phase, being used for a vast range of applications like gas
sensors, LEDs, transistors, piezoelectric and optoelectronic systems. Their solid solutions are well
known for catalysis and have even demonstrated highest visible light activity for water splitting.28,
30-32, 140-142

Platinum doped zinc oxide-gallium nitride solid solutions have enable CO2

photoreduction as well.33 ZnO, AlN, and GaN are being used in electronics for a long time and
their interfaces are a matter of interesting study for efficient charge transport. These metal
oxynitrides, both at the bulk and interface sites, allow for a vast range of composition variation,
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the chemical reactivity and is affected by both strain and vacancy defects, it is of utmost
importance to explore the structure-function relationships of these heterostructures in every detail.
In the view of recent progress on selective facet-controlled material synthesis and on novel
heterojunctions fabrication,143-146 we believe that there lies a huge scope for computationally
driven material property prediction for the future synthesis of customized materials of choice.
We hereby present lateral as well vertical heterojunctions of ZnO:AlN and ZnO:GaN
materials for photocatalytic and optoelectronic applications and demonstrate the role of individual
material property parameters like composition, vacancies, and strain towards modulating the
activity of these materials. Precise experimental control of these parameters are difficult, thus
necessitating the theoretical studies to provide guidance towards achieving desired properties of
interest. The vertical and lateral heterojunctions present different scenarios of periodic potential
wells. The vertical heterojunction creates a potential barrier along the c axis of the hexagonal
wurtzite phase, facilitating charge transport in the a-b plane. The lateral heterojunction, on the
other end, restricts the charge transport across the (010) or (100) plane. The effect of biaxial and
vertical strain is thus expected to be different on these two different heterostructures. Along with
presenting the role of composition, biaxial and vertical strains, and anion vacancies on bulk
electronic properties of the materials, we reveal the material behavior at the interfaces. The
interfaces of ZnO and metal nitrides present a nephelauxetic effect (expansion of electron cloud)
due to the increased covalency of the metal-nitrogen bond as opposed to metal-oxygen bonds.28
Studying these interfaces at its stoichiometric, non-stoichiometric, strained and unstrained forms
paves the way for futuristic designs of heterojunctions of choice. Investigation of anion vacancies
(in neutral and charged states) at the bulk and at the interfaces provided key site-specific insights
on the vacancy formation and the resulting electronic states in these novel heterojunctions. These
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results are the basis for site-selective catalysis and provide a foundation for rational design of smart
photocatalytic and optoelectronic materials.
5.2 Computational Methodology
The metal oxynitrides have been investigated by spin-polarized density functional theory
calculations using Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP – 5.3.3). Plane wave basis sets
have been used throughout. GGA approximation of electron densities was used for calculation of
lattice constants, enthalpy of formation, vacancy formation energies and the electronic states.
Projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange
correlation were used for most of the calculations. A consistent energy cut off of 600 eV was
maintained for all the calculations. We used a 2×2×2 supercell (consisting 32 atoms) for all the
basic wurtzite (P63mc space group) structures of ZnO, AlN and GaN. The lattice constant was
obtained through a series of cell volume relaxation calculations. Gamma centered 8×8×8 kpoint
mesh was used for all the 32 atom supercell structures. Electronic density of states was calculated
via PBE, HSE06 and GW methods to test the band gap variation as a function of different
potentials.
The heterostructures of ZnO, AlN and GaN are made of either 32 atom supercells, 48 atom
supercells or 64 atom supercells based on different composition ratios. The kpoint mesh was
adjusted accordingly to maintain similar grid spacing. d electrons were accounted for the
calculations using LMAXMIX flag. Neutral and charged vacancy formation was calculated as per
the following equation:
𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹

(5.1)

while 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is the energy of the non-stoichiometric defect state, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 represents the

pure stoichiometric phase energy. 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 is the Fermi level of the material. Thus, 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the energy to
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create a vacancy of 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 atoms of either oxygen or nitrogen (having their respective chemical

potentials 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ). q is the charge associated with the vacancy formation. The extent of lattice strain in
a material has been reported as the percentage deviation from its pure state ((afinal - apure)/apure).
The charged state of each atom was calculated via Bader analysis. All the crystal structure
illustrations are made using XCrySDen software.
5.3 Results and Discussions
5.3.1 Tailoring Metal Oxynitrides via Composition and Strain
The illustration of the lateral heterojunctions are revealed in Figures 5.1(A-D). The sideprojections of hexagonal wurtzite phases of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X are portrayed in
Figures 5.1A and 5.1C respectively, while the top views (Figures 5.1B and 5.1D) explicitly reveal
the heterojunctions. Different compositions have been tried, ranging from nitride rich phase (X =
0.25) to zinc oxide rich phase (X = 0.75). Based on these composition ratios, layer thickness has

Figure 5.1 Illustrations of lateral heterojunctions of wurtzite phase (A-B) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and
(C-D) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X.
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been varied from one layer (8 atoms) to three layers (24 atoms) of either oxide/nitride phase along
the b axis of the crystal. These lateral interfaces consist of Ga/Al-O and Zn-N bonds, while periodic
continuity has been maintained along the a and c axes, thus creating periodic potential wells along
the b axis. The optimized lattice constants (a, b, c) of the lateral heterojunctions of ZnO:AlN and
ZnO:GaN, as calculated via density functional theory (DFT) are reported in Table 5.1. As
observed, the lattice constants increase with increasing ZnO content, synchronous with the trends
of lattice constants of pure wurtzite phase of ZnO, AlN and GaN. Illustrations of different vertical
heterojunctions are provided in Figure 5.2 for both (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X.

Figure 5.2 Illustrations of vertical heterojunctions of wurtzite phase (A-B) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and
(C-D) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X.
The enthalpy of formation of the lateral heterojunctions reveals increased stability with
increased ZnO concentration (Figure 5.3A). We observe a trend of decreasing band gap (Figure
5.3B) with increase in ZnO concentration for both (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X. It must
be stated that, GGA based band gap calculations are known to underestimate the band gap,
however they are perfect for observing the trends across a set of materials. Figure 5.4 reveals that
while HSE06 and GW based method are more accurate for band gap calculations, GGA based
methods fare quite well in predicting the trends across different materials (ZnO, AlN and GaN).
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Figure 5.3 Stability and electronic band gaps of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X under pure
and strained states. (A) Enthalpy of formation and (B) band gap variation for (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X
and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X. Band gap of (C) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (D) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X under biaxial
and vertical tensile and compressive strain. Modulation of electronic density of states of Zn-3d
orbital of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X along the VBE and CBE under (E-F) biaxial strain and (G-H) vertical
strain. Modulation of electronic density of states of Zn-3d orbital of (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X along the
VBE and CBE under (I-J) biaxial strain and (K-L) vertical strain.
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Figure 5.4 Band gap calculations of wurtzite phase of zinc oxide, gallium nitride and aluminum
nitride via GGA (PBE), HSE06 and GW methods.

Figure 5.5 Enthalpy of formation and band gap of the vertical heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X
and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X.
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The effect of ZnO concentration on the stability and electronic band gap tuning of vertical
heterostructures is depicted in Figure 5.5. As observed in the case of lateral heterojunctions, these
vertical structures too tend to more stable with increasing ZnO content (Figures 5.5(A-B)). The
band gap of these materials are calculated with all the three different methods of GGA, HSE06
and GW (Figures 5.5 (C-D)). Similarity of band gap pattern across different materials established
the acceptance of GGA based approach for predicting the trends of band gap variation. The
decreasing trend of band gap with increase in ZnO concentration is more evident at higher ZnO
concentrations (x ≥ 0.5). These results are promising for material property tuning simply by
composition variation. This band gap variation is often attributed to the Zn-3d and O-2p and N-2p
repulsion that causes the band gap reduction from that of pure phase ZnO, AlN and GaN.30, 32
These heterojunctions are intrinsically strained as is evident from the lattice constant
values. When these are grown on substrates with different lattice constants, these structures are
even more strained. Hence, an investigation on the effects of strain towards tuning the electronic
states is of prime importance. Irrespective of type of heterojunctions (vertical or lateral), we
observe increased band gap with both biaxial or vertical compression and the reduction of band
gap with tensile relaxation (Figures 5.3(C-D) and 5.6(A-B)). The VBE of these materials are
known to comprise of the antibonding states of Zn-3d or O-2p or N-2p, while the CBE is mostly
dominated by the antibonding states of s-p orbitals of the metals. With lattice compression, the
bonding orbitals are stabilized and the antibonding orbitals are destabilized.134, 147-148 CBE being
more perturbed by the strain effects, there is net increase of band gap with compression and vice
versa with tension. The main contrasting feature between the different heterostructures is their
response to vertical and biaxial strain. While it is revealed that the biaxial strain is more effective
than the vertical strain in tuning band gap of these lateral heterojunctions, the opposite is true for
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the vertical heterostructures. This is due to the heterojunction interface being normal to the vertical
strain for the vertical heterostructures and vice-versa. Figures 5.3(E-H) depicts the shift of the
density of states of the Zn-3d orbital across the VBE and CBE of lateral (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X. It vividly
shows that compression leads to increased band gap and biaxial strain is more effective than
vertical ones.

Figure 5.6 Electronic band gap tuning of vertical heterojunctions of (A) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and
(B) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X under tensile and compressive strain.
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Table 5.1 DFT calculated ground state lattice constants for (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X
ZnO composition in
(ZnO)x(MN)1-x, [M=Al/Ga]

Lattice constants (Å)
a

b

c

0.25

3.149

3.178

5.065

0.33

3.156

3.193

5.086

0.50

3.176

3.219

5.132

0.67

3.203

3.252

5.175

0.75

3.220

3.265

5.203

0.25

3.228

3.241

5.257

0.33

3.232

3.249

5.263

0.50

3.239

3.261

5.273

0.67

3.250

3.272

5.282

0.75

3.257

3.277

5.286

Similar patterns have been plotted for lateral (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X (Figures 5.3(I-L)), however
the effects of vertical and biaxial strain are almost similar. We attribute this to the lattice mismatch
of ZnO and the metal nitrides. As is evident from the lattice constant values (Table 5.1) of these
heterojunctions, ZnO and AlN present a larger lattice mismatch against that of ZnO and GaN.
Thus, the effect of biaxial strain (normal to the interface) is more prominent for (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X
than (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X. However for the vertical heterojunctions (Figure 5.6), both (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X
and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X are vulnerable equally towards biaxial as well as vertical strain. These results
provide ample evidence of composition and strain based electronic property tuning of these
heterostructures.
5.3.2 Electronic Structure at the Bulk and Interface
Since it is the interface that exhibits under/over coordinated sites, charge
accumulation/depletion, we probed the atom projected density of sites of different constituent
elements at their bulk and interface locations. Figures 5.7 (A-D) portrays the electronic density of
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states of Zn, O, Al and N orbitals across the VBE and CBE of lateral (ZnO)0.25(AlN)0.75. Every
atom in this wurtzite phase is tetrahedrally coordinated to four species. For a zinc atom in its bulk
location, all the four nearest neighbor atoms are oxygen, while an interface zinc atom interacts
with one nitrogen atom and three oxygen atoms. Nitrogen being a less electronegative element as
compared to oxygen, the metal-nitrogen bond is more covalent in nature causing a reduction in the
oxidation of the interface zinc atom. This difference in the electronic charge accumulation of a
bulk and an interface atom of zinc is shown in Figure 5.7A where we plot only the most dominant
Zn orbital along the VBE (Zn-3d). The most dominant orbital along the CBE for zinc is the 4s
orbital. It is also depicted that the bulk zinc atoms exhibit higher electronic density of states across
CBE in the bulk than at the interface. Table 5.2 documents the oxidation states of all the elements
across bulk and interfaces of these (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X heterojunctions.
For aluminum, the most dominant orbital across the VBE and CBE is the 3p orbital. The
oxidation states (Table 5.2) are similar across bulk and interface and that is reflected in the VBE
(Figure 5.7C), however the CBE shows proliferation of empty 3p-electronic density of states at
the interface compared to that of the bulk elements. The interface effects on the O-2p electronic
density of states are shown in Figure 5.7B while the same for N-2p is depicted in Figure 5.7D.
This variation in the electronic density of states of all the elements are witness to enhanced catalytic
reactivity at the interfaces. The difference of charge states are already reported in Table 5.2. Similar
trend of varying electronic density of states is observed for lateral heterojunctions of
(ZnO)0.25(GaN)0.75 as well (Figure 5.7(E-H)).
We probed the variation of atom projected density of states across the vertical
heterojunctions as well. The effect of different chemical bonding pattern as explained for the lateral
heterojunctions, holds true for the vertical junctions as well (Figures 5.8(A-D)).
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Figure 5.7 Electronic atom projected density of states across the VBE and CBE at the bulk and
interface sites of lateral heterojunctions of (ZnO)0.25(AlN)0.75. and (ZnO)0.25(GaN)0.75.
(A, E) zinc, (B, F) oxygen, (C, G) aluminum/gallium and (D, H) nitrogen.
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5.3.3 Anion Vacancies in Metal Oxynitrides
The site-specific variation of the charge states and electronic density of states is directly
linked to the vacancy formation characteristics of these materials. Catalysis over defect sites are
well known and it is prime importance to explore the vacancy formation phenomenon over these
heterojunctions. Vacancy defect states act as charge traps and has direct influence on the charge
transport properties. We hereby report the oxygen and nitrogen vacancy formation energies in the
lateral heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X (Figures 5.9 A-D). Anion
vacancies are known to exist in either neutral or charged states. Oxygen vacancies are reported to
be mostly stable in +2 state in ZnO, while in neutral state under highly n-type conditions. DFT has
known issues with calculating charged defects due the finite size supercell effects and due to
general DFT failure with electronic band gap prediction. Since large supercell DFT calculation of
charged systems are expensive, we restricted ourselves only to a selective set of charged vacancy
Table 5.2 DFT calculated oxidation states of zinc, oxygen, aluminum, gallium and nitrogen for
pure phase stoichiometric (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X
ZnO composition
in (ZnO)x(MN)1-x,
[M=Al/Ga]

Oxidation states of constituent elements (Pure stoichiometric state)
Bulk

Zn

O

M = [Al/Ga]

Interface Bulk

Interface

Bulk

Interface

N
Bulk

Interface

0.25

1.23

1.14

-1.23

-1.37

2.36

2.37

-2.35

-2.14

0.33

1.21

1.15

-1.21

-1.39

2.35

2.37

-2.35

-2.14

0.50

1.23

1.15

-1.23

-1.38

2.35

2.37

-2.35

-2.14

0.67

1.21

1.13

-1.21

-1.37

2.35

2.37

-2.35

-2.14

0.75

1.23

1.16

-1.23

-1.40

2.35

2.37

-2.34

-2.13

0.25

1.21

1.18

-1.21

-1.25

1.53

1.57

-1.53

-1.49

0.33

1.21

1.17

-1.21

-1.24

1.52

1.57

-1.52

-1.50

0.50

1.22

1.18

-1.22

-1.25

1.54

1.56

-1.54

-1.49

0.67

1.20

1.17

-1.20

-1.24

1.51

1.58

-1.51

-1.51

0.75

1.20

1.16

-1.20

-1.23

1.51

1.56

-1.50

-1.49
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calculations. For (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X, the oxygen vacancy formation energy at its neutral state was
found to be favorable in the bulk as opposed to the interface sites. This is attributed to the
difference in the oxidation states of oxygen at the bulk and interface (Table 5.2). An oxygen atom
at the interface is more reduced (stronger bonds) and demands a higher energy input to create a
vacancy. The opposite trend is observed with nitrogen vacancy, where the bulk nitrogen atom
exhibits a stronger bond, thereby being more reluctant towards vacancy formation. This trend of
site-selective vacancy formation was observed in (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X as well irrespective of the
material composition (Figures 5.9(C-D)).
Site dependent vacancy formation energy is the key towards understanding preferred
vacancy formation under real experimental conditions. The role of these vacancies towards tuning

Figure 5.8 Variation of the electronic density of states of the most prominent orbitals across VBE
and CBE for (A) zinc, (B) oxygen, (C) aluminum, and (D) nitrogen at the bulk and interface sites
for (ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5 vertical heterojunctions.
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Figure 5.9 Anion vacancy formation energy and the band gap variation in (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and
(ZnO)X(GaN)1-X lateral heterojunctions. Oxygen and nitrogen vacancy (neutral) formation
energy in (A, B) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (C, D) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X. Band gap variations in pure and
non-stoichiometric (E) (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (F) (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X.
the electronic band gap is depicted in Figures 5.9 (E-F). We do observe a substantial change in
band gap due to the presence of vacancies and for all the vacant systems the trend is consistent
with the material composition. The formation energy of (+2) charged oxygen vacancy in
(ZnO)X(AlN)1-X is reported in Figure 5.10A. The charged vacancy formation was found to be more
favorable than the neutral ones. We also find that the preferred site for vacancy formation still
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happened to be the bulk as compared to the interface. The effect of oxygen vacancies (+2) at the
bulk and interface sites on the electronic state of (ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5 is shown in Figure 5.10B.
Interestingly we observe that there are mid-gap states being generated due to the vacancies.
Generation of mid-gap states are also found in oxygen vacant (ZnO)0.25(AlN)0.75 and
(ZnO)0.75(AlN)0.25 (Figures 5.11(A-B)). In order to have a better understanding of the oxygen
vacant sites of (ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5, the electronic density of states of the nearest neighboring zinc
atoms are plotted (Figures 5.10(C-H)).
Every oxygen atom in a stoichiometric pure (ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5 is tetrahedrally surrounded
by four atoms. A bulk oxygen atom has four zinc atoms as its neighbor while the interface one has
three atoms of zinc and one aluminum atom. Similar coordination pattern exists for a zinc atom as
well, whereas an interface zinc has three oxygen neighbors and a bulk zinc atom has all four
oxygen atom as neighbors. In this scenario, it is possible to locate a bulk zinc atom in
(ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5 which has an interface oxygen atom as well as an interface oxygen atom as its
neighbors. It also similarly possible to locate an interface zinc atom with both an interface oxygen
atom as well as a bulk oxygen atom as its neighbors. This presents a perfect platform for studying
the effect of bulk and interface oxygen vacancy in both neutral and charged states.
The evolution of density of states of the Zn 4s, 4p and 3d orbitals from their pure state to
oxygen vacant form is thus revealed in Figures 5.10 C-E, respectively. Proliferation of 4s and 4p
orbital density of states across VBE and CBE on the formation of neutral oxygen vacancy is noted,
along with increase of band gap due to the increased repulsion of the electron cloud. This is
justified by the decrease of zinc oxidation states due to the formation of neutral vacancies both
across bulk and interface (Table 5.3). There also exists a minor site-specific vacancy effect on the
extent of increase of VBE states. The extent of electron accumulation on a bulk zinc atom due to
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Figure 5.10 Effect of charged and neutral oxygen vacancy formation energy in (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X.
(A) Charged oxygen vacancy (+2) formation energy (B) The DOS of zinc atoms neighboring a
bulk and an interface oxygen vacancies. DOS of (C-E) bulk and (F-H) interface Zn (4s, 4p, 3d)
neighboring a bulk and interface oxygen vacancies in neutral and charged states.
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Figure 5.11 Electronic density of states of (ZnO)0.33(AlN)0.67 and (ZnO)0.67(AlN)0.33 under
charged (+2) oxygen vacancies at the bulk/interface.
the formation of a nearby bulk oxygen vacancy is more than that compared to a nearby interface
oxygen vacancy. This leads to more enhanced of VBE states of Zn-4s and Zn-4p under bulk
oxygen vacant condition as opposed to interface oxygen vacancy states (Figures 5.10 C-D). On
the contrary, a reverse effect is observed when a charged oxygen vacancy is formed. In that
scenario, the electron accumulation on a bulk zinc atom is more when an interface oxygen vacancy
is present and vice-versa. This allows a bulk zinc 4s and 4p orbitals to contribute towards increased
mid-gap state formation when an interface oxygen vacancy is formed and vice versa (Figures 5.10
C-D and 5.10 F-G). Figures 5.10 (F-H) depicts the evolution of 4s, 4p, and 3d orbital density of
states of an interface zinc atom under the influence of both bulk and interface oxygen vacancies at
neutral and charged states. The reverse trend of electron accumulation effects on zinc atom under
bulk/interface oxygen vacancies is closely related to crystal relaxation pattern during vacancy
formation. As observed in ZnO systems, an oxygen vacancy results in four dangling zinc-oxygen
bonds in a1 symmetry. In the case of neutral vacancies, this state has two electrons, while in the
case of charged vacancies, this state has none. This drives the local crystal relaxation in opposite
directions. We also observed similar relaxation pattern in our (ZnO)0.5(AlN)0.5 materials, whereby
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Table 5.3 DFT calculated oxidation states of zinc atoms neighboring a bulk/interface oxygen
vacant site.
Oxidation states of zinc atoms neighboring an oxygen vacant site
Oxynitride
Composition

Bulk Oxygen Vacant Site
Pure
VO (0)
VO (+2)
Form

Interface Oxygen Vacant Site
Pure
VO (0)
VO (+2)
Form

(ZnO)0.33(AlN)0.67

1.21

0.79

1.16

1.16

0.77

1.06

(ZnO)0.50(AlN)0.50

1.23

0.79

1.18

1.15

0.80

1.08

(ZnO)0.67(AlN)0.33

1.21

0.83

1.14

1.14

0.82

1.06

(ZnO)0.50(GaN)0.50

1.22

0.83

1.18

1.18

0.89

1.10

Table 5.4 Bond lengths of Zn-O around a bulk/interface oxygen vacancy site at stoichiometric
and non-stoichiometric states.
Zn-O bond distances (Å) neighboring the oxygen vacant sites
(ZnO)0.50(AlN)0.50

(ZnO)0.50(GaN)0.50

Vacant
State

Bulk vacant site

Interface vacant
site

Bulk vacant site

Interface vacant
site

Pure

2.067

2.012

2.064

2.019

VO (0)

2.080

2.043

2.084

2.036

VO (+2)

2.012

1.945

1.997

1.946

Pure

VO (0)

VO (+2)

the four dangling zinc atoms try to collapse towards the vacant site (move inwards) for a neutral
vacancy, while for a charged vacancy, they relax outwards (Table 5.4). The nearby Zn-O bond
lengths is a measure of this change increased bond length for neutral vacancies and decreased bond
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Figure 5.12 Electronic density of states of (ZnO)0.50(GaN)0.50 under charged (+2) oxygen
vacancies at the bulk/interface.

Figure 5.13 Anion vacancy formation energies in vertical heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and
(ZnO)X(GaN)1-X and band gap tuning. (A-B) Neutral oxygen and nitrogen vacancy formation
energies in the vertical heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (C) their effect on electronic band
gap. (D-E) Neutral oxygen and nitrogen vacancy formation energies in the vertical
heterojunctions of (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X and (F) their effect on electronic band gap.
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lengths for charged vacancy (Table 5.4). In a similar fashion, (ZnO)0.5(GaN)0.5 exhibits these trends
under neutral and charged vacancy as well (density of states shown in Figure 5.12). Since the
heterojunction interface chemistry is driven by the coordination and oxidation states of the
elements, the behavior of the vertical heterojunctions (Figures 5.13(A-F)) is also similar to that of
the lateral heterojunctions. In the vertical (ZnO)X(AlN)1-X and (ZnO)X(GaN)1-X also we found the
similar trends of favorable oxygen vacancy creation at the bulk (Figures 5.13A and 5.13D) and
nitrogen vacancy generation at the interface (Figures 5.13B and 5.13E). Figures 5.13(C and F)
demonstrate the electronic band gap tuning of these materials with vacancies.
5.4 Summary and Conclusions
These results are a manifestation of the vast capabilities of these materials to be tuned as
per custom requirements. The intrinsic material parameters like composition, strain and vacancies
can inflict substantial change in the electronic properties of these heterojunctions. The site-specific
anion vacancies over these heterojunctions are the avenues for tuning vacancy concentration and
location at different reaction conditions. It has already been reported that even CO2 adsorption
energy, a key descriptor of CO2 conversion reactions, increases with oxygen vacancies.18, 139 These
materials thus behold the possibility of site-selective CO2 conversion reactions. With precise
control of site specific defect creation, strain and composition tuning, we anticipate these materials
are potential candidates for any photocatalytic water/carbon dioxide splitting purposes as well as
for better optoelectronic devices. With the advance of experimental protocols, we strongly believe
that these smart materials can be fabricated for their application in energy efficient site-selective
catalytic reactions and other optoelectronic purposes.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

This work is thus an effort towards advancing the CO2 conversion technologies towards a
greener and better planet. Since the current CO2 emission scales are orders higher than capture and
utilization mechanisms, it calls for multiple routes towards effective carbon control. While solar
thermochemical approaches are limited by high temperatures of operation, photocatalytic options
demand better conversion rates for feasible applicability. This work is focused on understanding
the basic governing principles of RWGS-CL and identifying the appropriate descriptors of the
process. This not only allowed for the investigation of crucial steps of RWGS-CL (oxygen vacancy
formation) in minute details, but also for rational design of catalysts (both in bulk form and also
preferred crystal facets). This enabled discovery of new materials along with demonstration of
unprecedented CO2 conversion rates at lowest temperatures till date (via RWGS-CL). The focus
of the work on photocatalysis is more on elucidating the structure-function relationships of
materials that can be tailored towards better visible light catalysts. Material property tuning via
composition, strain effects and vacancy defects was studied in fine detail resulting in valuable
insights for future photocatalyst design.
Oxygen vacancy formation energy, a key descriptor for RWGS-CL was probed for a series
of lanthanum and strontium based perovskite oxides. Close correlation was obtained for the trends
across DFT-calculated oxygen vacancy formation energies and experimental redox results of the
perovskite oxides. Along with probing the effect of lanthanum and strontium composition on the
‘A’ site and iron and cobalt on the ‘B’ site, we put efforts towards revealing the site specificity of
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the vacancy generation. Oxygen vacancy was found to be favored in clustered or continuous
channel form rather than uniformly distributed over the entire material. Stability of the materials
in oxygen vacant non-stoichiometric forms was explicitly demonstrated via in-situ experiments.
Since any catalytic phenomenon is a surface process, we unraveled the activity of the different
surface terminations along (100) and (110) crystal facets. We observed a consistent trend of ‘AO’
surface terminations being reluctant towards vacancy creation in comparison to ‘BO2’
terminations. This effect was synchronous with the CO2 adsorption behavior of the different
terminations. Oxygen vacant ‘AO’ demonstrated the strongest affinity towards CO2 adsorption,
thus indicating better CO2 conversion performance of catalysts exhibiting these tailored crystal
facets.
Design of perovskite oxides based on this rational descriptor (oxygen vacancy formation
energy) was found effective. Plenty of earth abundant perovskite oxides were found capable of
converting CO2 via RWGS-CL process at low temperatures that could enable the thermal
integration with Fischer Tropsch type reactions for generation of hydrocarbon fuels. A vast range
of perovskite oxides were explored for their oxygen vacancy formation characteristics. While
several exhibited reluctance towards vacancy generation, several others demonstrated easy
vacancy formation. Lanthanum and calcium based perovskite oxides showed good CO2 conversion
properties. La0.6Ca0.4Fe0.4Mn0.6O3 demonstrated the highest CO2 conversion rates at the low
temperatures of ~450°C. The materials were found stable for several cycles thus proving
appropriate for large scale implementation. O2 adsorption energies were found to exhibit the
reverse trend of vacancy formation energies. An empirical model of oxygen vacancy formation
energies as a function of intrinsic material properties was also developed towards efficient
prediction of oxygen vacancy characteristics of similar materials.
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Metal oxynitrides solid solutions are well-known Type-II heterojunctions. This work
revealed the structure-activity relationships of vertical and lateral heterojunctions of these
materials. Zinc-aluminum oxynitrides and zinc-gallium oxynitrides were probed to evaluate the
material tuning properties of composition, strain and anion vacancies. We observed a consistent
trend of increasing electronic band gap with increasing metal nitride composition due to the Zn-3d
and N-2p repulsion. The compressive strain over these materials resulted in increased band gap.
The biaxial strain effected more changes on the lateral heterojunctions while the vertical strain was
more effective for vertical heterojunctions. While the band gap of the pure phase heterojunctions
already presents the possibility of visible light activity, strain tuning can allow of custom
modulation as per requirements. The interface of zinc oxide and metal nitrides present an ensemble
of sites of varying oxidation states. We depict the density of states of each element changing from
a bulk neighborhood to an interface site. A consistent trend was thus observed for oxygen
vacancies being favored at bulk sites, while nitrogen vacancies being preferred at the interface
locations. The effect of the charged state of the oxygen vacancy was not only found to govern the
structural relaxation of the material, but also inflicted different electronic structure behavior. These
features pave the way for design and synthesis of the photocatalyst heterojunctions of the future.
This study on the mixed metal oxides and oxynitrides inspires some future work towards
translating this research to large scale implementation. The screening study has already revealed
promising oxygen vacancy formation capabilities of several perovskite oxides. It calls for active
experimental work on these materials in order to optimize the synthesis protocol and lowering the
operation temperatures of RWGS-CL. These perovskite oxides can also find application in other
reactions involving oxygen vacancies, like oxygen evolution reaction (OER), oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) etc. Computational investigation on the electronic states and d orbital filling can
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provide further insights into the reactivity of these perovskite oxides. In view of recent progress
on selective shape, size, and crystal facet growth of perovskite oxides, it is of utmost interest to
fabricate these perovskite oxides and test their CO2 conversion performance. The goal of
translating this work to large scale implementation can be addressed further if these perovskite
oxides are coated or impregnated on monoliths like Raschig rings, alumina or silica pellets. We
have demonstrated enhanced CO2 conversion performance by silica supported La0.75Sr0.25FeO3.
Further studies on lanthanum and calcium based perovskites supported on silica or SBA can allow
for investigating the effect of these supports on CO2 conversion performance. Finally a combined
theoretical and experimental study on the oxygen diffusion mechanism can provide further insights
on the phenomenon enabling better catalyst design for future.
The computational study of the oxynitride heterojunctions has provided sufficient
motivation for the fabrication of these materials. Since, precise control of the heterojunction layers
is a challenge, future efforts must be made on synthesis routes (PLD, MBE or even LDH based
solution methods) to realize these materials. Growth of these materials on substrates with varying
lattice parameters can allow for inducing strain on these materials and band gap tuning can be
realized. Cautious post-synthesis annealing protocols need to be developed for incorporating
vacancy defect states in the materials. These oxynitrides with control over composition, strain and
anion vacancies, can be further tested for visible light photocatalysis.
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